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HITACHI OSCILLOSCOPES
Single and dual trace, 15 and 30 MHz. All four high sensitivity Hitachi
oscilloscopes are built to demanding Hitachi quality standards and are
backed by a 2 -year warranty. They're able to measure signals as low
as lmV/division (with X5 vertical magnifier). It's a specification you
won't find on any other 15 or 30 MHz scopes. Plus: Z-axis modulation,
trace rotation, front panel X -Y operation for the dual trace models, and
X10 sweep magnification. And, both 30 MHz oscilloscopes offer internal
signal delay lines. For ease of operation, functionally -related controls
are grouped into three blocks on the color coded front panel. Now here's
the clincher: For what you'd expect to pay more, you actually pay less.
Suggested list price of our top line V-302 dual trace 30 MHz is only
$945.00. The other models comparably less. Check our scopes before
you decide.

Hitachi...The measure
of quality.
 V-302 30 MHz Dual Trace
 V-301 30 MHz Single Trace
 V-152 15 MHz Dual Trace
 V-151 15 MHz Single Trace

$945.00
$745.00
$695.00
$545.00

HITACHI
Hitachi Denahi America.Ltd.
For more information, contad
Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.,
175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797
(516)921-7200.

More
sensitive to
your input.
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Corp., 9221 Quivira Road, Overland Park,
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paid at Shawnee Mission, KS 66201. Send
Form 3579 to P.O. Box 12901, Overland
Park, KS 66212.

ELECTRONIC SERVICING is edited for
technicians who repair home -entertainment
electronic equipment (such as TV, radio,
tape, stereo and record players) and for
industrial technicians who repair defective
production -line merchandise, test equip-
ment, or industrial controls in factories.

Subscription prices to qualified sub-
scribers: 1 year-$10, 2 years-$16, 3

years-$20, in the USA and its posses-
sions. All other foreign countries: 1

year-$13, 2 years-$22. Subscription
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I ;>' J INTERTEC PUBLISHING CORP.

Control soldering temperature
± 2% at any setting
between 200-400 °C

50W ISORTIP

PRODUCTION 50
stays where you set it .. .

speeds "safe soldering"
for delicate components.

Use the factory -set 320°C (600°F).
Or easily change it to any setting in
the 200-400°C (400-750°F) range. A
special Allen key is supplied so only
authorized changes can be made.
Heats in 45 seconds, indicated by a
thermostatically controlled lamp.
Lightweight, balanced and cool.
Standard 1/8" iron -coated tip plus
options. Safety stand available.

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION
Sterling, Illinois  (815) 625-6525
"Manufacturing Excellence Since 1919"
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Ask your local
supply house.

In November

Electronic Servicing.
Test equipment roundup; features
of RCA CTC99 chassis; servicing
horizontal sweep; and repairing
medical oscillographs.
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October, 1979 
Volume 29, No. 10 Electmnic Servicing.

12 Service association conventions
Carl Babcoke
Annual conventions of ETA -I, NATESA and NESDA/
ISCET are reported.

17 Reports from the Test Lab
Carl Babcoke
Features and performances of the B&K-Precision model
1479 30MHz scope are described in detail.

21 Microprocessor mathematics
Jack Webster
In a microprocessor ALU, all addition, subtraction,
division and multiplication are performed by binary addi-
tion.

24 Quick tests of thyristor controls
Wayne Lemons
Thyristors are used in many consumer and industrial
products and controls. Operation and simple trouble-
shooting of TRIACs and SCRs are discussed.

32 Calculators make milli micro decimals easy
Forest Belt
Electronic formulas can be a routine part of trouble-
shooting if the technician knows how to use a scientific
calculator.

35 Repairing old TVs
Gill Grieshaber
Typical defects in older TVs are different than those
found when the same TVs were new. Here are many
practical tips to save you time.

Departments 5 Electronic Scanner 41 New Products
6 Symcure 42 The Marketplace
8 Readers' exchange 42 Advertisers' index

10 People in the News

Symbols of SCR and TRIAC thyristors illustrate the
About the cover Quick tests of thyristor controls article. Graphic design

by Linda Franzblau.
©Copyright, 1979, by int.rtec Publishing Corporation. All rights reserved. Material may not
be reproduced or photocopied In any form without written permission of publisher.
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iOflIIaHnor
news o; the irdustry

Liaison, a professional conference planning company, is planning two 1 -day workshops on VTR
Servo -mechanisms. The workshops, to be held in St. Louis November 10 and 17, will be conducted
by Forest Belt, Electronic Servicing author and well known authority on electronics servicing. Fee
is $150 end Includes workshop, materials, beverage breaks and lunch. Seats must be reserved be-
fore Novembm' 1 by contacting Liaison via Western Union or Special Delivery mail with payment
in full. Enrolarr_ents cannot be accepted after this date. For more information contact Marti
McPherson. liaison, P.O. Box 40821, Indianapolis, IN 46240.

Two electronics upgrading workshops are scheduled to he held in St. Louis. The first 3 -day
workshop (November 7-9) is for consumer or dealer service technicians. Wednesday features a
Triggered Oscilloscope Hands -On Workshop conducted by Forest Belt, CET. Thursday's is con-
ducted by Wayne Lemons and deals with Solid -State Update. Friday covers Digital Electronics for
Technicians. )acmes R. Manery and Forest Belt will team up for this presentation where attendees
will learn about gates, how they work in logic circuits, steady-state and pulsed digital signals and
how to trace troubles through complex digital -electronic systems with ordinary electronic testing
equipment and with new digital testers. The second week, November 14-16 brings basically the
same 3 -day session this time geared to the industrial maintenance technician. Both Belt and
Lemons are contributing Electronic Servicing authors. Lock for their features in the industrial
maintenance section of this month's ES. The fee for the consumer electronics technician session is
$750. Fee far the industrial maintenance session is $850. For further details contact Marti
McPherson Liaison, P.O. Box 40821, Indianapolis, IN 46240. Telephone (317) 253-7822.

Texas Instruments has introduced a unlique elec-
tronic digital thermostat for home use The ther-
mostat cfters digital display of time and room
temperature, and it can be adjusted easily for a
wide range of set -back temperatures. For ex-
ample, it might be set for an increase to 70°F
before rising time in the morning, a decrease to
60° at 8 AM, art increase to 70° at 5 PM, and a
decrease to 65" at 11 PM for comfortable sleeping
all night. The retai!I price is said to be $125.

Mattel has Licensed General Telephone & E ectron-
ics (GTE) to market Mattel Intellivision under the
Sylvania name. When Intellivision is connected to
a TV reeiver for audio and picture, prepro-
grammed cartridges provide a choice of games
and educ;3liora.l programs. The basic system con-
sists of a 15 -bit microprocessor master com-
ponent wdtlh two hand-held controllers. Addition of
a keyboairc (early 1980) will allow the system to
function as an interactive computer.

Sales of color TVs are expected to remain strong despite the predicted economic dip this year,
according tc Jack K. Sauter, vice president and general manager of the RCA Consumer
Electronics Products division. Sauter said RCA's 1979 color TV sales were higher than last year,
and that RCA will be spending 230/o more for advertising in the second half of 1979 compared to
the same period last year.

Omni Electtroeic Tuning for a new 13 -inch color TV was introduced by Zenith in early August. All
channels are available by rotation of one flywheel -type tuning knob, and no setup adjustments are
required. Zenith also unveiled a top -of -the -line direct -drive turntable and stereo radio in the
component line.

Total TV sales to dealers for the first 30 weeks of 1979 were 1.90/o higher than for the same
period last year. Auto radio sales were 5.10/o higher, but all other radio types suffered reduced
volume. Home videotape recorder sales increased by 25.33/4 during the same period.
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iFCure
Symptoms and cures
compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles

Chassis-Sylvania E21
PHOTOFACT-1587-1

Q212 :AGC DRIVER

R421

3300

C282
R292 R296

.41 T
5600 330

\ +24V
OPEN

Symptom-AGC overload with horiz tearing
Cure-Check 0282, and replace it if shorted or leaking

Chassis-Sylvania E21
PHOTOFACT-1587-1

R289

5600

C280 +
1.5µF

OPEN=

R290
100K

AGC

Q208 BUFFER

R288
100

+24V

AGC

Symptom-Horizontal tearing and instability
Cure-Check AGC capacitor C280, and replace ít
if open

Chassis-Sylvania E21

PHOTOFACT-1587-1

Q604 3.58MHz AMP

C666
1650

C664
f__, PIN 7

IC602

C648

I0015
- L648 OPENS

INTERMITTENTLY

Symptom- Erratic skin tint
Cure-Check for open L650, or replace as a test

ti

Chassis-Sylvania E21
PHOTOFACT-1587-1

MAGI L470
OPEN

HORIZ YOKE

____ COILS

HORIZ

SWEEP

Symptom-No HV, no raster
Cure-Check linearity coil L470, and replace it if open

Chassis-Sylvania E21
PHOTOFACT-1587

OPEN C506A

R505
3300

+ 150V

R507

33K

REG

Q500 DRIVER

- SC512
R519
l0K

R516

4700

TO B+
AD1

SC520

TO

Q502

Symptom-Excessive B+ and HV causing shut -down
Cure-Check supply capacitor C506A, and replace it
if open

Chassis-Sylvania E21
PHOTOFACT-1587-1

R328
VERT HEIGHT 1340
- 1.5M12 TO

C328,
P'N 2

R326 R331
.1 R

1
IC302

3.9M 820K
C330 \LEAKY1.5µF y

R338
VERSK IN

+160V

Symptom-No height
Cure-Check capacitor C328, and replace it if leaky
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Our heat gun is light, tough
and very easy to control. You get
easier handling with precise
hot air direction and built-in
durability.

V bighing only 13 ounces,
including its 3 -wire cord, the heat
gun sits comfortably in your hand.
Its handle stays cool even during
long hours on the job.

You can put the hot air stream
exactly where you want it because
the nozzle is smaller. And the four
baffles that are included with the
gun adapt it for a wide variety
of uses.

There's a 3 -way trigger switch
with hot and cool positions. The
nozzle temperature reaches 750°
800°F in seconds. And you can
get our optional stand to hold
the heat gun securely in several
work positions.

In its high impact, heat resis-

tant molded case, the heat gun can
withstand the rigors of industrial,
service shop or laboratory use.

Try our versatile, economical
heat gun for everything from shrink
tubing, to reflow soldering, to
repairing plastics. You'll see why
half of our heat guns are bought
by or on the recommendation of
a satisfied user.

For our new catalog, write to
Ungar, Division of Eldon Industries,
Inc., P.O. Box 6005,
Compton,
CA 90220.

The Heat Gun.
For Precise Control

Of Hot Air.
Circle (7) on Rep y Care



miexcbanoe
There is no charge for a listing in Reader's Exchange, but
we reserve the right to edit all copy. Due to the limited
amount of space for this department, ads must show no

more than five items. If you can help with a request, write
directly to the reader, not to Electronic Servicing.

Needed: New or good -used record -playback head for
model EP -2207-1 Webcor. Webcor part number is
65P160; Nortronics part number is 1000. Advise price.
John Osborne, Winthrop Electronics, Town Hall Lane,
Winthrop, ME 04364.

Needed: One filament transformer for a Sencore tube
tester model #MU140, new or used. Voltage output .8,
1.25, 1.8, 2.4, 3, 3.8, 4.9, 6.2, 8, 10, 12.5, 16, 21, 28,
37, 48, 60. Herzings Radio & TV Service, 2242
Frederick Ave., Baltimore, MD 21223.

For Sale: TV tubes, good, boxed, assortment of 30 for
$12. SK3054 vertical -output transistors, 7 for $2,
postpaid. Send stamped -addressed envelope. S. Valer,
428 W. Roosevelt Blvd., Philadelphia, PA 19120.

Needed: Operating manuals or schematics for R&D
Instruments models 1715 and 1715BR square wave
generators. I. Morgan, 3008 Ozark Rd., Chattanooga,
TN 37415.

For Sale: RCA model WR-514A alignment generator

MASTER
heat gun

Wherever fast,
portable heat
is the need.

Heating shrink tubing is just one of many jobs the Master
Flameless Heat Gun performs in electronic assembly. Its
the perfect source of fast, portable heat for drying com-
ponents, heat -checking circuitry, softening plastics and
adhesives, melting solder, etc. Industrial quality for pro-
duction line duty. Eight models: 200°F to 1000°F, 120V
or 230V. UL listed - CSA certified. Base plate rotates
90° for convenient benchtop use. Special application
attachments available.

For FREE product bulletin from the
originators of heavy duty heat guns,
contact your distributor, or call or
write:

In Canada. contact Martin Industrial
Sales. Ltd. 4445 Harvester Road.
Burlington. Ontario L7L 2X1

111ASTER
ar'Yr1r~, ca~

2420- 18th Street
RACINE. WI 53403 U S A

Tel (414) 633-7791
Telex 269-505

with RF, IF, video and Chromalign sweep signals,
$225; Aerovox LC checker, model 97, $50. Both have
all manuals, cables and connections; used only once;
best offer. Mitchell Electronics, 1009 Delmar Drive,
Mobile, AL 36606.

For Sale: New Sencore YF33 Ringer (yoke and flyback
tester), $150, list price, $225 (bought Sencore's VA48
Video Analyzer which has built-in Ringer.) Leo Mosby,
323 David Lane, Brighton, IL 62012.

For Sale: Conar tuned signal tracer with manual,
$35; Hickok 288-X signal generator, $35; Superior C/R
bridge and signal tracer (no manual), $20; Radio City
Products model 704 signal generator, $20; Hickok
video generator model 650 C (needs some repair), $15;
Heathkit IT -17 tube tester, $65. Ken Miller, 10027
Calvin St., Pittsburgh, PA 15235.

For Sale: B&K Precision CB test equipment 1403A
scope; 1040 CB Servicemaster; and 1801 frequency
counter with PR25 probe. All with manuals and
probes in original cartons, used a few hours. Send

ORIGINAL JAPANESE CALL TOLL FREE
SEMICONDUCTORS & IC NATIONWIDE 800-421-2841

OHIO 800-421-2877
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SASE. Michael Harlinski, 180 Cherokee Drive, Spring-
field, MA 01109.

Needed: Books or schematics for older US Government
radio gear including 1 General Television & Radio
GN-45-B generator, Series 27048; 1 Hubbell & Miller
BC -1335-A (10273-Phila-49) radio receiver -transmitter,
Series 492; 1 Crosley BC -654-A Series 55581 radio
receiver and transmitter; 1 Russel Electric type
530-D3-DB, Series 58833 Balentine Dynamotor; 1
Crosley power unit PE103A, Series 53887 1 PE -104-A
power converter unit, Series 67956. David T. Schmidt,
821 Manor Drive, Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403.

Needed: Information on polarized possibly tantalum -
type circuit boards, 1/2 -inch long and 3/16 -inch in
diameter. Markings are Kemet T110-TS2-CS13B-
F225K and 2R2 uF 35V. George J. Damm, 376 Tidd
Drive, Galion, OH 44833.

Needed: Convergence assembly for Sylvania D12 or
D13 chassis. State price and condition. John DeLuco,
435 Ocean Blvd., Cliffwood Beach, NJ 07735.

Needed: Manuals and schematics for Hewlett-Packard
500B frequency meter, Ballantine ac VTVM model 300
and V -M Tape-O-Matic model 711/TR-1. Latter is
available in Sam's Photofacts 349, no longer in print.
Will buy or pay to copy and return. Unitronix, P.O.
Box 247, Galveston, TX 77553.

For Sale: TV service shop equipment, all types, send
self-addressed stamped envelope for list. Wanted:
Two 9.6V "C" size Nicad cells (like Gulton 8VO 180)
for telephone dialer; first class FCC course in good
condition. Don Setliff, 1038 Tenth Ave., R., Hunting-
ton, WV 25701.

For Sale: 50 assorted BW tuners; 50 assorted
flybacks; 50 assorted yokes; Rider's manuals radio
6-19, and TV manuals 1-23; Polaroid cameras, make
offers. Troch's 290 Main St., Spotswood, NJ 08884.

For Sale: Sencore SS105 sweep circuit tester, $30;
Precision model 230 multi -bias supply, $30 and 1000
tubes for old radios and B&W TV sets $200. Al Crispo,
159-30-90 St., Howard Beach, NY 11414.

RCA Receiving Tubes Mean Business!
You can get all the receiving tubes you
need from your RCA Distributor ..
Miniatures, Novars, Compactrons,
Nuvistors, Glass tubes, Metal tubes...
Over 1000 types, produced to RCA's
exacting standards.

Pius many RCA service aids and busi-
ness aids to add to your efficiency and

promote your business ... Tube Cad-
dies, service tools, technical literature
and a wide assortment of in-store signs
and displays.
See your RCA Distributor for all your
tube needs.
RCA Distributor and Special Products
Division, Deptford, N.J. 08096.

Red"
Tubes
Receiving
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COLOR BRITE
WHEN THE PICTURE LOOKS GOO

YOU LOOK GOOD.

Circle (10) on Reply Card

When a color TV
picture fades, or when
the black -and -white is
erased by a cathode -to -
filament short, "save"
the tube by installing a
Perma Power Britener
... Boost, Isolation,
or Combination.

There's a Perma Power
Color Brite model for
just about every pic-
ture tube ever made.
You'll look very good
to your customer when
you and Color Brite ex-
tend picture tube life
for months.

Pick up a
supply from your
Perma Power
distributor!

P RMA POWER®
Electronics inc.
5615 W. Howard Avenue
Chicago, IL 60648
Telephone: (312) 647-9414

When you price
by "The Book'.'..
everyone
benefits!
Eliminates under-
charging...controls over-
pricing...treats both
customer and shop
owner fairly!
The Parts Pricing Book
Lists over 160 pages of
current parts prices for
instant reference.
Computerized with automatic
up-dating...$24.50 + up -dating.

The Labor Pricing Book
The new 4th Edition will expand your
business mind as never before!
Greatly simplified while being expanded
to include all the new products, as
well as the traditional.

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-228-4338
8/5 C.S.T. MONDAY/FRIDAY

tv &radio
tech's guide
to pricing

sPerry tech inc. P.O. Box 5234
Circle (11) on Reply Card

Each book is
a great
time saver!
Pricing parts
and labor from
ONE BOOK
...together
they're
fantastic!

Lincoln, Nebraska 68505

Ira
ÍO the news

PTS "Man of the Month" is Ed
Arraya. Arraya, a native of Bolivia,
worked his way through technical
school. After several jobs, he be-
came a technician at the PTS
Philadelphia branch. After two
years, he was promoted to manager.

Richard "Dick" Mentzinger has
been appointed director of sales for
the Quasar Company. Previously,
Mentzinger was with Beatrice
Foods, RCA and General Electric.

Shure Brothers has promoted
Bernhard W. Jakobs to the post of
vice president, engineering. A 20 -
year veteran with Shure, Jakobs is
considered one of the world author-
ities on phono-cartridge design.

Gould Electronics announces
these promotions: David Blecki to
vice president of marketing; Roy
Tottingham to vice president; L.
Briggs Dunn to operations manager
of scopes; and Robert Kerzman to
director of marketing communica-
tions for the Gould instruments
division.

Philips Test & Measuring Instru-
ments company has named Dan
Lippman to the position of sales
manager-manufacturers' represen-
tatives. Expansion of the marketing
organization is linked to the up-
coming manufacturing of scopes in
the United States.
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ELECTRONICS UPGRADING Seminars

at ST. LOUIS, MO.
CONSUMER/DEALER TECHNICIANS INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS

NOVEMBER 7 - 9, 1979 NOVEMBER 14 - 16, 1979

SPECIAL OPTION VTR Servomechanism Servicing

NOVEMBER 10 or 17, 1979

Consumer or industrial electronics upgrading made easy.
Unique, concise tell -and -show methods, plus hands-on experience,

place new electronics technology at your fingertips.

So VITAL that no electronics serVicer should miss In

DAY 1 - TRIGGERED SCOPES
Hands -On Workshop

Learn to manipulate modern scopes
wisely and knowledgeably. Speed
up troubleshooting of even the
most complex equipment. This
familiarization program explains
controls for CRT, vertical input,
time base, and triggering...plus
advanced scope techniques. Scope
displays become easy to analyze
after this day -long session, with
Forest Belt instructing.

FEES:

SUMMARY OF THREE-DAY SEMINAR

DAY 2 - SOLID-STATE UPGRADING
and Updating

Gain unexpected insight into new and
established solid-state devices and
technology. Practical, entertaining
tips on solid-state circuitry teach you
how to troubleshoot quickly. Indus-
trial maintenance session covers
higher -power solid-state devices and
applications. Wayne Lemons instructs.

DAY 3 - DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
for Home or Industry

Clear up mysteries of digital elec-
tronics: gates, flip-flops, R -S
stages, truth tables, and more.
Practical help in troubleshooting
digital circuits. Instruments that
make servicing clear and direct.
An information -packed day that
puts you on top of digital tech-
nology, whether for consumer or
industrial electronics. James R.
Manery and Forest Belt instruct.

VTR Servomechanisms - OPTIONAL (Separate Fee of $150)

Take the uncertainty and frustration out of VTR servicing. Forest Belt guides
you step-by-step through the electronic heart of motor control in Beta and VHS
video recorders. Truly understand the unusual three-phase, electronically com-
mutated, direct -drive DC motor that spins the helical -recording heads drum. On
the day industrial technicians attend, U-Matic will be treated too.

Consumer/Dealer Tech Session
November 7, 8, 9, 1979 $ 750 *

Industrial Tech Session
November 14, 15, 16, 1979 $ 850 *

VTR Servomechanisms Session
November 10 or 17, 1979 $ 150

FEES INCLUDE:

*Timely training
* Best teachers

I* Carry -home manual
* Hands-on experience
* Certificate of training
* All workshop materials and functions
* Hotel room (double -occupancy)
* Meals Lunch only

fore's my enrollment.

NAME ACE

COMPANY TITLE

ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE

STATE ZIP

Mail Liaison
to: P. 0. Box 40821

Indianapolis IN 46240

I wool to wend:
Consumer/Dealer Technician Session

November 7, 8, and 9, 1979

 Industrial Maintenance Technician Session
November 14, 15, and 16, 1979

VTR Servomechanisms Session - Consumer
November 10, 1979

$ 750

$ 850

$ 150

i VTR Servomechanisms Session - Commercial
November 17, 1979 $ 150

TOTAL Enclosed

Check number Money Order
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Service Association conventions
By Carl Babcoke

August was crowded with conven-
tions of various electronic associa-
tions whose members are techni-
cians, shop owners or managers.
This brief report covers ETA -I,
NESDA/ISCET and NATESA.

ETA -I
Bingeman Park Convention Cen-

ter in Kitchener, Ontario (Canada)
was the location August 3, 4 and 5
for the annual convention of the
Electronic Technician Association
International (ETA -I). The follow-
ing were chosen as officers or
executives: chairman-Jesse B.
Leach of Maryland; vice chair-
man-D. C. Larson of Texas;
secretary-George Savage of Ne-
braska; and treasurer-John Mc-
Pherson of Virginia. Dick Glass of
Indiana and Ron Crow of Iowa
were reappointed as president and
director of certification respectively.
Chairmen of the three ETA -I
divisions are Bill Patullo for the
Canadian division (ETA -C), Leon F.
Howland for the certified -technician
division, and Alan Hartley for the
electronics -educators division.

Under development is a job -
placement program for technician
members of ETA -I. Any techs who
want better or different positions
are to fill out "Career Opportunity
Application" forms. ETA -I then
sends copies of these completed
forms to prospective employers who
request them. Any employer need-
ing a technician should contact
ETA -I for this information.

Plans are being formulated for
2 -day seminars about computer
programming and other technical
subjects. One of the present train-
ing programs includes a 4 -page
question -and -answer article about
op -amps. Other training methods
are under consideration.

ETA -I will analyze (for a fee) the
business operations of ETA -I deal-
ers or shop owners. The dealer

Electronic Technicians Associated,
Inc. selected Dick Glass of Indianapo-
lis, IN as president. Glass was one of
the founders.

Ron Crow of Ames, IA, has been
appointed as ETA -I director of certifi-
cation.

Houston ETA -I members admired the Norris Brown "Man of the Year" award
plaque held by ETA chairman Leach. From the left are Leach, John
Othahal-Mechura, Chuck Domingo, Bill Bragg and D. C. Larson. George
Savage of Nebraska received the first "Man of the Year" award.

12 Electronic Servicing October 1979



Frank Moch, executive director, ad-
dressed NATESA members and dele-
gates.

Doc Blakely provided a hila-ious
after -dinner speech at the NATESA
convention, courtesy of RCA.

completes a form that lists key
factors of the business, then ETA -I
will analyze those facts, compare
them to industry norms and make
specific suggestions for improve-
ments.

Write to Electronic Technicians
Association -International at 7046
Doris Drive, Indianapolis, IN
46224. The phone number is (317)
241-7783.

NATESA
Attendance at the 29th annual

convention of the National Associa-
tion of Television and Electronic
Servicers of America (NATESA)
exceeded the expected registration
by about 15%. The convention was
held in Carson's Nordic Hills
summer resort (near Chicago)
August 23 through 26. Meals and
other functions were sponsored by
General Electric, GTE -Sylvania,
Howard W. Sams, Magnavox, PTS
Electronics, RCA, Sony and Zenith.
Attendance awards were supplied
by Quasar and Magnavox. Several
association -business and election
meetings were held.

The Business Practices Panel
with moderator Richard Lay dis-
cussed direct -mail advertising, parts
pricing, repair pricing with the
NATESA form, and a report on the
CESC. Panel members were Frank
Daniels, Paul Dontje, George
Weiss and David McKalip. During
the Technology Overview program

NATESA officials were sworn in at the awards banquet. From the left, Frank
Moch (executive director), Lelia Aunspaw (secretary), Paul Kelley (president).
George Weiss (immediate past president), Richard Ebare (treasurer), and Ler
Cloutier (vice president).

e
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need belts? Association conventions

Standard and special belts and
tires ready for immediate ship-
ment - fit over 3,000 new and
obsolete makes of:
Tape Recorders Projectors
Dictating Machines Turntables

Video Recorders
Simplified cross reference sys-
tem makes ordering easy with
one day service on most items.
Drive tires, wheels, phono idlers
also listed. Call or write for free
catalog.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Projector -Recorder Belt Corp.

200 Clay Street
P.O. Box 176
Whitewater, WI 53190
800-558-9572 (Toll Free)

Circle (13) on Reply Card

You Are Not

ALONEe
IRS OSHA

1111
STATE rKjr l LOCAL
GOV'T y_ '117 GOV'T

1.0
EEOC CONSUMER FTC

ADVOCATES

FCC

If you think that being in business makes
you INDEPENDENT, think again!

Consumerists and government agencies
are your silent - but greedy - partners;
AND THEIR SHARE COMES FIRST; even
if you don't make a profit.

WELL, YOU DON'T HAVE TO
FACE THEM BY YOURSELF

JOIN NESDA
AND YOUR LOCAL &
STATE ASSOCIATIONS

Send for more information to:
NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St.
Fort Worth, Texas 76109

3

From the left, Dorothy Cicchetti (vice president of region 2), Everett Pershing
(past president), J. W. Williams (executive director), and Bob Villont (president)
are pictured during a NESDA business session.

New officers of NESDA are (from top
left): Robert Villont-president; Bill
Lawler-vice president; Warren Baker
-secretary: Bill Abernathy-treasurer;
J. W. Williams-executive director.

(moderated by Carl Babcoke, Elec-
tronic Servicing editor), Bob Giger
gave specific procedures for servic-
ing several of the newest RCA TV
chassis, and Chet Dunn made a
detailed presentation of features
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The NESDA trade show had a western theme. At the Electronic Servicing booth,
Virginia Babcoke helped husband Carl (ES editor) distribute magazines and talk
to those attending the trade show.

and circuits in the Magnavision
video -disc player. Howard Larson
(Dan Flanders) told of crime
against a dealer and the punish-
ment of the guilty person.

Sperry Tech (increment -pricing
products) received the NATESA
Friend of Service award. Recipient
of the 1979 Shumavon Award was
A. Edward Stevens of Florida.
Many other award plaques were
presented to those who helped
make the convention successful.

Following the Zenith -sponsored
dinner, an old black -and -white film
was shown. It illustrated Zenith
radio manufacturing and sales slo-
gans from the late 1920's. Although
the film originally had a serious
purpose when it was made, nostal-
gia about the old equipment
changed the present reaction to
pleasure and merriment.

Another nonserious highlight was
the rapid-fire monologue of jokes
and funny stories by Dr. James
Blakely who was brought to the
convention by RCA.

All previous NATESA officers
were elected again. They are:

president-Paul F. Kelley of Rhode
Island; vice president-Leo E.
Cloutier of California; secretary-
Lelia Aunspaw of Ohio; and treas-
urer-Richard Ebare of Vermont.
Frank Moch again was appointed
executive director. These officers
were sworn in by Ed Stevens at the
traditional Saturday night NATESA
banquet which included a floor
show.

NATESA is located at 5908
South Troy, Chicago, IL 60629, and
the phone number is (312) 476-6363.

NESDA/ISCET
More than 500 delegates, family

members, officers and manufactur-
er's representatives attended the
1979 National Electronics Service
Convention August 13 through 18
at the Marriott Hotel in Tucson,
AZ. National Electronic Service
Dealers Association (NESDA) busi-
ness seminars were based on the
theme, "Meeting the Challenge of
Change," while the International
Society of Certified Electronic Tech-
nicians (ISCET) sponsored technical

Who II
rebuilds
all major
brands of
modules?

Re

gag

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
The Only Name You Need To Know
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Association conventions

trigger

past

soldering

action

WITH

Weller
COMFORT-GNIP GUNS

Dual -action trigger permits instant
choice of 2 heats in all Weller's pro-
fessional quality guns, the most com-
fortable, best -balanced units .. .

anywhere. Pre -focused light for hard -
to -see work areas like TV or under -dash
auto service. Premium copper tips get
up to temp faster ... pre -tinned for
instant soldering. Cutting or smoothing
tips also, UL -listed and factory pre-
tested. Models for any
service including solid-
state. Guns alone or
kits with case, spare
tips, and accessories.

Ask your
local
distributor
or write...

COOPER

The Cooper Group
Electronics Division t

WELLER' WISS'  XCELITE'
PO BOX 728. APEX. NORTH CAROLINA 27502. 919/382-7511

Circle (16) on Reply Card

ISCET new officers are (from the left):
Kelly, and Robert Ocasio (not present).

presentations called "Coping with
the New Technology." Various
manufacturers cooperated with
these seminars.

Highlight of the NESDA associa-
tion -business sessions was a joint
address by president Bob Villont
and the new executive director, J.
W. Williams. Although problems of
the past two years were discussed
frankly, membership reaction was
generally one of optimism and
cooperation.

Robert A. (Bob) Villont of Ta-
coma, WA was elected unanimously
as president for a second term.
Other elected national officers in-
clude: vice president-Bill Lawler
of California; secretary-Warren
Baker of New York; and treasur-
er-Bill Abernathy of Texas.

At the awards presentation, Gen-
eral David Sarnoff (RCA founder)
was inducted into the Electronics
Hall of Fame. NESDA president
Villont was named as "Man of the
Year," Bill Lawler was honored as
NESDA's "Officer of the Year,"
and Bill Abernathy was selected as
"Outstanding Committee Chairper-
son."

Frank Grabiec, Larry Steckler, Jack

This year, the electronic trade
show had a western theme, as
shown in some pictures.

New officers of ISCET are:
chairman-Larry Steckler of New
York; vice chairman-Frank
Grabiec of Arizona; secretary-
Robert Ocasio of New York; and
treasurer-Jack Kelly of Arizona.
Of course, all ISCET members are
CETs. Bud Izen of California was
appointed national training director
of ISCET. The ISCET membership
also unanimously endorsed the ap-
pointment of J. W. Williams to
handle the administrative affairs.

August 17 through 24 in 1980 at
the Galt House in Louisville, KY
was chosen for the next annual
convention of NESDA/ISCET.

Many meals were sponsored by
companies who furnished the speak-
ers. RCA treated everyone to an
evening and western -type banquet
at Old Tucson, a simulated pioneer
town that is used for many movies.

NESDA is at 2708 West Berry
Street, Fort Worth, TX 76109, and
the phone number is (817) 921-
9061.
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lest lab

Each report about an item of
electronic test equipment is
based on examination and
operation of the device in the
ELECTRONIC SERVICING
laboratory. Personal
observations about the
performance, and details of
new and useful features are
spotlighted along with tips
about using the equipment for
best results.

By Carl Babcoke

Model 1479 oscilloscope from
B&K-Precision has many advanced
features including dual -trace opera-
tion, 30MHz vertical bandwidth,
signal -delay line, triggered sweep
with manual or automatic control
and bright sharp traces. High sensi-
tivity and a wide choice of sweep
speeds along with flexible locking
methods make the scope suitable
for audio, TV, digital, 2 -way radio
and general circuit testing.

CRT features
Bright blue P31 phosphor with

post -deflection of 4kV produces
sharp traces of high brightness on

Figure 1 The graticule has full-size
8cmX10cm calibrations. Here is a
typical waveform and graticule when
the illumination is adjusted for maxi-
mum.

the 5.1 -inch CRT. The external
graticule has standard 8 x 10 centi-
meter squares plus smaller calibra-
tions on the two center lines (Figure
1). A control on the on/off switch
adjusts brightness of the graticule
lines. The usual intensity and focus
controls are provided along with a
screwdriver -slotted astigmatic con-
trol that improves the focus at the
edges.

Vertical
Response is rated from dc to

30MHz (at -3dB) with a rise time of
11.7nS for both vertical channels.
Ten ranges (Figure 2) cover 5mV/
cm to 5V/cm plus a variable un -
calibrated control. With an X10
probe, the deflection is 50mV/cm
to 50V/cm (or 400V for full height).

Each channel has a lever -type
switch located between the volts/cm
switch and the positioning control

B&K-Precision model 1479 is a new wide -band oscilloscope with many features
making it an indispensable instrument for all types of service work.

Who
marke s
some of
the finest
test
equipment I
available
today?
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ELECTRONICS, IN
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Test Lab

Figure 2 (A) Each channel has a
lever -type ac/dc coupling switch that
is convenient to operate. (B) Square
waves of 20Hz had no tilt during
dc -coupling operation. With the low -
capacitance probe and ac coupling,
the tilt at 20Hz is barely noticeable
(bottom trace, indicating good low
frequency response.

to provide a choice of ac or de
coupling to the input signal. The
center "gnd" position disconnects
the input signal and grounds the
input to the vertical amplifier, thus
preventing feedthrough from stray
capacitance. These lever switches
are more convenient to use than
slide switches.

A signal -delay line is included in
each vertical channel. Without
these delay lines, the beginning
edge of fast -rising pulses or square
waves would be missing. Only high-
performance lab scopes have this
feature.

A 1000Hz square wave is pro-
vided at the calibrate jack for probe
adjustments. (Two probes are furn-
ished.) Remember, only 10:1 low -
capacitance functions need adjust-
ments. Do not adjust when the
direct probe input is used. The
trimmer capacitor is located at the
scope end of the cable, as shown in
Figure 3. Connect each probe in
turn to the calibrate jack and
adjust the trimmer for flat tops and
bottoms on the square waves. The
probe has an insulated hook for
safe, convenient and dependable
connections to the circuits under
test.

Figure 3 Two good -quality probes are
supplied with the 1479 scope. A
change from X1 to X10 attentuation is
accomplished by removing part of the
probe, rotating it 180° and reinstalling.
The amount of attenuation is shown in
a window. Better frequency response
and easier adjustments were obtained
by placing the trimmer at the scope
connector. The trimmer screw is
adjusted through a hole in a metal
sleeve of the BNC connector (picture
A). At each probe, the connecting
hook is exposed when spring -loaded
insulation is pulled back. (B) These
waveforms illustrate right and wrong
probe adjustments. Top trace shows
insufficient compensation that reduces
high frequencies; the center trace is
correct, with tops and bottoms in
straight lines; while the bottom trace
shows overpeaking.

Six functions are made possible
by the mode switch (Figure 4).
Either channel can be selected by
the chB or chA positions. The dual
position connects both channels.
For sweep times of lmS/cm or
slower, chopped mode at 200kHz is
provided. Higher sweeps automati-
cally switch the operation to alter-
nate. The add position adds signals
of both channels together into one
trace. However, channel B has a
polarity switch for normal or in-
verted phase, and when the inverted
mode is selected, the add function

Figure 4 Six types of dual -trace opera-
tion can be selected by this mode
switch and other control settings.
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(A) Top trace shows 20kHz square
waves, with 200kHz square waves
below. The 20kHz waveform was very
good, and it included the leading
edge. However, the CRT mask ob-
scured part of the first positive peak.
The 200kHz square waves show some
rounding (caused by the generator,
not the scope), and the first leading
edge can be seen. Signal -delay lines
in both vertical channels allow those
leading edges to be visible. This is
important with pulses. (B) Dual -trace
waveforms were sharp, bright and
stable.

becomes a subtraction where the
single trace shows only the differ-
ence.

X -Y operation
For vector phase of Lissajous

figure operation, the sweep/time
switch is rotated fully clockwise to
the chB position. Channel A con-
tinues to operate as before, but the
horizontal sweep is driven by the
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signal coming through channel B.
This type of X -Y operation is far

superior to the old method of
feeding an external signal direct to
the horizontal -sweep amplifiers.
The volts/cm switch, variable gain
and positioning operate as before
with correct calibration (except for
the channel B positioning control
which now moves the trace horizon-
tally.) There is one minor limita-
tion: Since the same horizontal -
amplifier stages handle the new
channel B deflection, the frequency
response extends only to 2MHz at
-3dB. But that response is much
better than the 200kHz of earlier
circuits.

Horizontal sweep times
A wide -band scope should have

an equally wide selection of sweep

3
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Figure 5 (A) The sweep -time switch
selected horizontal trace times from
0.5S/cm to 0.2/S/cm. A concentric
control permits the sweep times to be
reduced gradually. For correct calibra-
tion, this variable knob must be
turned completely clockwise. Pulling
out the horizontal -position knob wid-
ens the sweep five times, thus giving
the effect of one -fifth sweep time. (B)
All triggering controls are inside this
area which has a line around it. One
unusual feature is the AM detector
(AM DET) position of the source
switch. This permits a stable display
of any modulated RF carrier by
locking to the audio that's recovered
from this same signal.

times, and the model 1479 B&K-
Precision does. It provides from
0.5S/cm (taking 5 seconds for one
trace) to 0.20/cm (see Figure 5).
When the 5X magnifier switch is
pulled out, the waveform becomes
five -times wider, and this provides
the equivalent of 0.044 (or 40nS/
cm) fast sweep.

Triggering (locking)
As explained previously in other

scope articles, the locking of a trig-
gered scope actually is produced by
triggering at the same point of a
waveform. When the vertical wave-
form reaches the level selected by
the triggering controls, the horizon-
tal deflection begins. It sweeps from
left to right across the screen and
shows whatever waveform is there
during that time. The beam re-
traces to the left, but the deflection
then is stopped until triggered
again by the same voltage level in
the vertical waveform.

Basic triggered scopes show a
horizontal trace when properly trig-
gered, but no waveform or horizon-
tal line when not triggered correct-
ly. Many of the newer scopes
provide a way for the horizontal
trace to be seen even when it is not
locked. Model 1479 has two such
options.

The triggering level control can
be rotated to start the trace at the
desired point on either the positive
or negative peak of the vertical sig-
nal. No trace is seen unless a verti-
cal signal is present and the sweep
is triggered correctly. When the
knob is pulled out, however, the
sweep operates even without a
signal or locking.

In addition, an auto level button
with normal and automatic posi-
tions is provided. At the normal
position, triggering is determined
by the triggering -level control, de-
scribed before. When the button is
pushed in to the auto position, trig-
gering occurs at the average -voltage
point of the vertical waveform (see
Figure 5B).

Sync controls
Other controls are needed to

select the source of triggering sync,
to provide the best polarity, and to
give any desired sync filtering.

Polarity is selected by the slope
switch. Some waveforms lock better

' PTS.
The Only Name
You Need
To Know.
PTS Servicenters

MIDWEST PACIFIC
Home office SACRAMENTO, CA 95841

BLOOMINGTON, IN 47401 4351D Auburn Blvd.. P.O. 41354
5233 S. Hwy. 37, P.O. 272 916-482-6220

812-824-9331 SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
CLEVELAND, OH 44134 5111 University Ave.. P.O. 5794

5682 State Road 714280.7070
216-845-4480 LOS ANGELES

KANSAS CITY, KS 66106 Paramount, CA 90723
3119A Merriam Lane, P.O. 6149 7259 E. Alondra Blvd.

913-831-1222
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408
815 W. Lake St., P.O. 8458

612-824-2333
ST. LOUIS, MO 63130

8456 Page Blvd.. P.O. 24256

213634-0111
PORTLAND, OR 97213
5220 N.E. Sandy Blvd.

P.O. 13096
503-282.9636

SEATTLE, WA 98188
314-428-1299 988 Industry Dr. (Bldg. 28)

DETROIT, MI 48235 P.O. 88831 - Tukwila Branch
13707 W. 8 -Mile Rd. 206-575-3060

313-862-1783
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49501

1134 Walker Northwest
P.O. 1435

616-454-2754
CINCINNATI, OH 45216

8172 Vine St., P.O. 16057
513.821-2298

MILWAUKEE, WI 53218
7211 Fond du Lac

414-464-0789
COLUMBUS, OH 43227

4005A E. Livingston
614-2373820

INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202

NORTHEAST
SPRINGFIELD

Wesrlield, MA 01085
300 Union St., P.O. 238

413.562.5205
PHILADELPHIA

Upper Darby, PA 19082
1742-44 Stale Rd.

2153526609
1406 N. Pennsylvania Ave. PITTSBURGH, PA 15202
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Test Lab

3. Cool,
unbreakable
polycarbonate
handle

4. Exclusive
bracket
insures
alignment,
prevents
damage

with one polarity than the other.
With some waveforms, the horizon-
tal position moves slightly accord-
ing to the polarity selected.

A source switch is located near
the bottom of the triggering section.
It selects triggering sync from these
sources: either vertical channel; a
signal from the external -triggering
jack; or from the AM detector that
is provided internally for locking to
the modulation of an RF carrier.

Few scopes have an AM detector
for the sync, but it is a valuable
feature for observing the modula-
tion of a 27MHz CB radio carrier
without the bother of connecting to
the radio's audio circuit.

The coupling lever switch gives a
choice of ac sync coupling, ac with
low frequencies attenuated, ac with
high frequencies attenuated, or dc
coupling. These options produce
better locking with some problem
signals.

Incidentally, the 1479 is said to

9 reasons why
the real pros
prefer Endeco
desolderingirons`°

1. Operates at 120v, 2. Flexible,
40w. Idles at 20w burn resistant
for longer tip life Neoprene

cord set

MODEL 5. Safety light
510 in handle

6. Stainless
steel \ tells when

it's on

construction
7. Temperature

8. Eight tip sizes. control.
Comes with Low, high
.063 I.D. or off.

9 Converts to soldering iron
with VC shank type tip

See your distributor or write .. .

Enterprise Development Corp.
5127 E. 65th St Indianapolis IN 46220

PHONE (317) 251-1231

trigger on signals up to 50MHz.

Comments
Two physical features of the 1479

should be mentioned with approval.
Four slotted plastic pieces are
fastened to corners of the back
panel. These are grooved so the
power cable can be coiled there
securely when the scope is not in
use. Also, they serve as feet when
the instrument is placed with the
scope screen facing up, for storage
or carrying.

The carrying handle has finger
grooves, and it functions also as a
tilt stand. Both knobs are pressed
toward the scope cabinet to release
the tilt stand, which then can be
moved to the desired position. After
the knobs are released, the tilt
stand locks in that position.

Addition or subtraction of the
two vertical waveforms into one
trace is a feature that can be very
valuable for certain tests. The addi-

APPLIANCE
REPAIR
BOOKS

Thirteen Handbooks written in easy -to -under-
stand language by experts in the service field
with illustrations and diagrams! Acclaimed by
instructors and professionals alike! How to
diagnose and repair air conditioners, refrigera-
tors, washers, dryers, ranges, microwave
ovens, dishwashers, vacuum cleaners, electro-
static air cleaners, RV gas appliances, hair
dryers, motors, water heaters, coffeemakers,
can openers, floor polishers, steam irons, food
mixers, lawn care appliances, electric knives,
electric and digital clocks and many others.
Also fundamentals of solid state, setting up a
shop, using test instruments and more Only
52.65 to $4.90 ea.

SEND FOR FREE PRICE LIST

Gamit, Dept. ES
110 W. St. Charles Road,
Lombard, Illinois 60148

tion mode allows the summing of
two signals without any necessity of
floating the scope between two un-
grounded points. One example is
the showing of true base/emitter
waveforms by combining base -to -
ground with emitter -to -ground
waveforms. Subtraction of two sig-
nals can reveal any waveform
change (such as distortion) between
signal source and the output of an
amplifier.

Stability of the model 1479 was
outstanding. No drifting of vertical
gain, horizontal time or brightness
was noticed. Even the horizontal
base lines had minimal drifting.

All important power supplies are
regulated. This allows full bright-
ness to be achieved without any
blooming (any change of trace size
upsets calibration accuracy).

In summary, the B&K-Precision
model 1479 is a new -generation
wide -band scope with excellent
performance.

NATESA

5908 S.
Troy

Chicago

IL 60629

ARE YOU A PRO?
.the not for profit association

championing independents' right to
compete, and delivering valuable
benefits continuously since 1950.
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 COUNSELOR
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We are not freeloaders. So our check
for $60.00 dues is attached. As our
special premium, please ship the in-
dicated $15.00 Manual.

E Practical Business Manual
- OR -

E Service Contract Manual
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In previous articles, microproces-
sor terminology was discussed along
with descriptions of each basic
section and function. Although this
article is the last of the series,
additional information will be pre-
sented at irregular intervals.

Binary addition
A previous discussion of binary

arithmetic is continued here. As
stated last month, there are only
four possible additions for binary
numbers (highs and lows, or ones
and zeros). These are the four
forms:

0 0 1

+0 +1 +0
0 1

1

+1
1 10

Larger numbers are added by
combining these four forms.

In the case of 1+1, a zero is
marked on the paper and the 1 is
carried to the next step. as shown
in these examples:

Decimal addition
(+1) - 3+9 = 12

13 1 is carried
+ 9 2 is marked down

22f

Shown approximately life-size is an
8080 N -channel 40 -pin 8 -bit micropro-
cessor. The chip inside is even
smaller.

Microprocessor
mathematics
By Jack Webster

Subtraction, multiplication and division are performed by addition
in the microprocessor arithmetic -logic unit (ALU).

Binary addition
(+1)

1 101 1+1 = 10
+1 0 0 1 1 is carried
1 0 1 1 0 0 is marked down

decimal

7

+7
14

The second binary addition has
1+1 = 10 in the right-hand col-
umn. The zero is marked down and
the one is carried for addition to
the two ones already in the next
column. They are added as 1+1 =
10 and 10+1 = 11, so the one is
marked down and the other one is
carried. Again, the same addition
happens in the left-hand column.
This can be illustrated by the
following:

binary
1 1 0 1
1011

11000

decimal
13

+11
24

1 + 1 = 10; mark 0 and
carry 1

1 + 0 + 1 = 10; mark 0 and
carry 1

1 + 1 + 0 = 10; mark 0 and
carry 1

1 + 1 + 1 = 11 (as shown before)

Binary 11000 equals decimal 16 +
8+0+0+0= 24.

Binary subtraction
One way to accomplish binary

subtraction is to start with the same
four examples of addition but
modified as shown:

0 1 1 0 (minuend)
-0 -0 -1 -1 (subtrahend)
0 1 0 0*

*Note: borrow a 1 from the next
column to the left.

When the subtrahend is larger
than the minuend, it is necessary to
borrow a 1 from the previous
column. This is similar to the
traditional method of subtracting
decimal numbers, as shown in the
next example.

26 (minuend)
-19 (subtrahend)

7

The 9 in the right-hand column
is larger than the 6 in the minuend,
so it cannot be subtracted in the
usual way. Instead, a 1 is borrowed
from the next column, and the
problem has the following inter-
mediate form:

GI) borrowed 1

2N16
-1 - 9
0 7

The same procedure can be used
for binary numbers also, as shown
by a simple example.

binary
10

-01

decimal
2

-1

01 1
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Microprocessors

After borrowing 1 from the second
column, the subtraction problem
appears this way:

(-1)
1

-o

binary

borrowed 10

-1

0

The answer can be checked by
adding the difference to the subtra-
hend which produces the original
minuend. For example in this
problem, the difference (1) plus the
subtrahend (1) equals the 10 minu-
end. Or, 1 + 1 = 10 in binary.

Complements
In the September microprocessor

article were examples of subtracting
decimal numbers by adding certain
numbers and their mathematical
complements.

Similar computations can be
done with digital numbers, but first
a definition of digital complements
must be presented. The one's
complement of a binary number is
obtained by changing all zeros to
ones and also changing all ones to
zeros, as shown in this example:

binary number 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1

one's complement 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

Incidentally, the one's comple-
ment at one time was used to
represent negative numbers. The
left-hand digit in an 8 -bit word was
used to represent the positive or
negative sign of that number.

For example, the number +7 was
represented by 0 0000111. The
one's complement (1 1111000) of
that number represents -7. The
left-hand digit is called the most
significant bit (MSB), and the
number is positive when the bit is
0 and it is negative when this bit is
1.

The two's complement of a
number is found by taking the
one's complement and adding a
binary 1. In the previous example,
the 8 -bit word for number 7 is 0
0000111. This is the sequence for
obtaining the one's and two's
complements:

7 decimal is 0 0000111
one's complement is 1 1111000
add binary 1 +1
two's complement 1 1111001

Subtraction with two's
complement

Microprocessors do not have any
circuitry for subtracting numbers
directly. Instead, the subtracting is
performed by adding the two's
complement of the subtrahend.

For example, 11 is subtracted
from 19 first in the usual binary
fashion, followed by subtraction by
two's complement, as shown here:

conventional
binary decimal

00010011 19
-00001011 -11

00001000 8

adding two's
00010011

+11110101

complement
(decimal 19)
(two's com-
plement of 11)

100001000 (decimal 8)

Note: discard last carry
Microprocessor circuitry can be

simplified greatly by performing
subtraction with binary addition as
illustrated. Actually, the two's com-
plement of a number is the
microprocessor's method of writing
negative numbers. In other words,
00001011 is the 8 -digit word for
decimal +11, and the 11110101
two's complement is the 8 -digit
word for -11. Adding a -11 is the
same as subtracting a +11.

Multiplication and division
Division and multiplication also

can be performed by addition. For
example, both conventional and
multiplication -by -addition are illus-
trated next for the problem of
multiplying 17 by 7.

conventional
multiplication

17
X 7

119

multiplica-
tion by addi-
tion

17
+ 17
+ 17
+ 17
+ 17
+ 17
+ 17

119

Essentially the same procedure can
be used with binary numbers.

Division also can be accom-
plished by subtraction as shown in
the following example where 64 is
divided by 16.

conventional division by
division subtraction

4 64 (1)
16 1 64 - 16

48 (2)
- 16

32 (3)
- 16

16 (4)
- 16

00

After 16 is subtracted from 64 four
times, the remainder is 0; therefore,
64 divided by 16 equals 4.

Microprocessors do not subtract
numbers. Instead, they add the
two's complements. If this problem
had been solved with binary rather
than decimal numbers, the two's
complement of 16 could be added
for 4 times to obtain a 00000000
reading.

Performing subtraction, division
and multiplication by addition
would be very inefficient if done by
a human. But digital circuits calcu-
late so rapidly that the extra time
required by using addition for
everything is of little consequence.
This concession allows the design of
ALUs to be less complicated.

Summary
Various articles in this series

have explained that a typical micro-
processor IC has an arithmetic -logic
unit (ALU) for computations, a
section of read-only memory (ROM)
for permanently stored date, some
random-access memory (RAM) that
can receive and store data which
later can be used or replaced with
new, usually a clock (oscillator) for
synchronizing the operations, and
also input and output ports.

All inputs to a microprocessor
must be either high (near supply
voltage) or low (almost ground
potential). These input signals can
be dc digital pulses or dc steady
voltages made high or low by
external switches. No varying or
intermediate -voltage signals should
ever be applied.
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Likewise, all outputs from each
microprocessor are highs or lows
that can be either patterns of do
digital pulses or steady high and
low dc voltages. These outputs can
activate external circuitry that oper-
ates LEDs, relays or other peripher-
al equipment.

If a microprocessor is called on
to accept an input from an analog
(varying -amplitude) signal, an ana-
log -to -digital converter must be

used as an interface. Similarly, a
digital -to -analog converter can be
employed at some output ports to
recover the analog equivalent of a
digital signal from the microproces-
sor.

A microprocessor system that
might include additional memory
and support ICs on a module or
circuit board plus any related input
and output equipment is called
"hardware." Manuals and pro -

For the Motorola model MCM1452 1024 -bit Read -Only Memory (ROM), one
picture shows the entire IC chip, which is about a quarter -inch square. The
other is a 27 -times enlargement of one corner of the same chip. (Courtesy of
Motorola)

gramming sequences for micropro-
cessor or computer operation are
known as "software."

The cost of developing the soft-
ware and debugging it is far more
expensive, in many cases, than the
price of the microprocessor equip-
ment alone. This unique unbalance
of costs occurs because micropro-
cessors are general-purpose devices.
They are extremely versatile, but do
not accomplish anything without
outside help.

Therefore, many of the tasks
assigned to microprocessors utilize
only a small percentage of their
total resources. This probably is
true of the microprocessors used in
TVs and other home -entertainment
equipment; and it is fortunate,
otherwise the servicing would be
nearly impossible.

Look at one example. Suppose a
certain microprocessor had a 1056 -
bit ROM that needed testing.
Imagine manually switching 8 -bit
signals as inputs and monitoring
the correct outputs for 1056 separ-
ate tests! Of course, testing the
ALU and RAM sections would
require similar excessive times. IC
manufacturers have special test
equipment that makes all checks
automatically. Such equipment is
too expensive for troubleshooting in
the field.

Microprocessors in TVs
Practical in -circuit tests of micro-

processors used in the tuner -control
sections of newer color TVs are not
as difficult as previously stated.
Probably most functions will oper-
ate normally, thus allowing more
time for the few items remaining.

Generally, the techniques will be
similar to those used now with
other ICs. Make certain the supply
voltage (or voltages) is correct and
without excessive hash. Check for
the proper input digital signals.
And finally, verify the absence of
the normal output highs and lows.
If no wrong conditions are found
(except the lack of output), then"
replace the IC.

After more of these microproces-
sor -controlled color receivers are in
the field, Electronic Servicing will
supply its readers with trouble-
shooting procedures for specific
models. O
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Quick tests of
thyristorcontrols

By Wayne Lemons
Thyristors have become popular

as controls for both consumer and
industrial electronic gear. A thyris-
tor is the solid-state equivalent of a
gas -filled thyratron tube. It even
works the same. A small gating
voltage turns on the thyristor, and
it continues to conduct until anode
current drops below a certain value.

Best known among thyristor de-
vices in control circuits are the
silicon -controlled rectifier (SCR)
and the TRIAC. The latter acts as
(and is diagrammed as) two SCRs
connected in parallel but facing in
opposite directions.

Inside an SCR circuit
Internally, an SCR contains four

alternating layers of silicon; two
N -type and two P -type. An SCR
acts much like a regular silicon
diode, except it will not conduct at
all until a small activating voltage
is applied to its gate element.

A positive trigger (gate) voltage
allows the diode to conduct in its
forward direction. It continues to
conduct even when the gate voltage
is removed. This action can be
compared to a door with a latch;
the latch, once released, has no
more control over the door's open-
ing and closing until the door is

POWER

SOURCE
o

PB1J
o -0

CONTROL

VOLTAGE 11

PB2
L2

L1 HIGH RESISTANCE WINDING

L2 LOW RESISTANCE. HIGH CURRENT WINDING

Figure 1 An SCR may be compared to a current -locking relay that stays on after
being activated, then unlatches when the hold -in coil is shorted out.

relatched. To cut off an SCR,
forward current through it must be
reduced to a low value or zero. At
that time the SCR diode again
becomes an open circuit and only
the gate has control.

SCR action may be compared in
some ways to the current -locking
relay of Figure 1. Closing switch
PB1 energizes the relay through coil
Ll. With the relay contacts closed,
current flows through both the load
and coil L2. Magnetism from L2
holds the relay energized, regardless
of whether PB1 stays closed or
open. To release the relay, load
current can be reduced to a low
value, or PB2 can be depressed
momentarily to short out L2.

Figure 2 shows an SCR in a dc
circuit. In this application its
function is similar to what Figure 1
depicts. Gate current is so small it
can control even a high -current
SCR switch through small low -cur-
rent wiring.

When the dc voltage is first
applied, the SCR appears as an
open circuit between anode and
cathode. The effect is the same as
an open switch. Assuming its
forward breakover voltage (VBpp)
and peak reverse voltage (PRV)
ratings are high enough, the SCR
remains an open circuit.

However, a small current applied
to the gate terminal (by a closed
PB1) turns on the SCR. Resistance
between anode and cathode be-
comes very low. In other words, the
SCR reacts almost identically to a
regular silicon diode. Since the
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cathode -anode junction is forward -
biased by the dc power source,
current flows through the SCR to
the load. Once this occurs, the load
current "holds" the SCR in conduc-
tion. Any change in gate voltage or
current now has no effect.

To stop the flow, current through
the SCR must somehow be reduced
to a point where there is not
enough anode current to hold the
SCR on. A temporary short from
anode to cathode, such as with a
pushbutton, will unlatch the SCR.
It resumes being an open switch.

Transistor regenerative switch
The latching feature of an SCR

results from internal structuring of
N and P silicon layers. In some
industrial controls, transistors are
connected as latches or regenerative
switches. Internal workings of such
circuits resemble those in SCR
switches.

Figure 3 illustrates one simple
regenerative switch. Q1 is an NPN
transistor; Q2, a PNP. This stage
can control considerable power if a
suitable high -current transistor is
chosen for Q2. Q1 needs only to be
large enough to dissipate current
drawn by R3 and R4.

First consider the gate open. No
current flows, despite a positive
voltage applied to Vcc. This is

because bias for Q1 comes from the
collector of Q2 through R2. Con-
versely, bias for Q2 develops in the
collector circuit of Ql. With neither
transistor conducting, neither one
has bias.

However, a positive voltage ap-
plied to the gate terminal, even
momentarily, initiates current flow
in Ql. Emitter -collector current in
Q1 flows through the emitter -base
junction of Q2. This bias starts
current flowing in Q2. With Q2
biased on, current starts flowing
through the load. Positive voltage at
the collector of Q2 feeds through
R2 to the base of Q l . Q1 conducts
even more. Almost instantly, there-
fore, both Q1 and Q2 saturate, and
full Vcc voltage reaches the load.
The gate no longer has control,
because positive bias through R2
holds both transistors in saturation.
The stage is latched.

To unlatch the stage, as with an

SCR, current through the bias
circuits must be reduced to a point
where voltage across the load (at
the collector of Q2) is insufficient to
keep Q1 biased on (through R2).
Once Q1 stops conducting, bias for
Q2 disappears and halts conduction
there too. The stage unlatches. The
unlatching action can be accom-
plished by removing or drastically
reducing Vcc, or by forcing either
transistor to zero bias-for example
with a momentary pushbutton be-
tween base and emitter.

Unlike an SCR, this regenerative
switch may also be turned off by a
negative gate pulse sufficient to cut
off Q1 momentarily. This negative
pulse, however, must be of consid-
erably larger amplitude than the

positive pulse on the gate required
for latching.

Another interesting facet of this
switch is that it may be gated on by
a momentary short across either Q1
or Q2 (collector -to -emitter). Also,
because of its gain, the stage
triggers easily, even by a mere
touch at the gate terminal. To
prevent erratic triggering, gate im-
pedance must be kept as low as
possible. Some designers shunt a
resistor (RS) between gate and
common; and, if only dc control is
expected, a designer may add a
capacitor to common from the base
of Ql.

How an SCR handles ac
Dc voltage drop across a conduct-

+
LOAD

DC

POWER

SOURCE

R1

SCR

PBI
.

R2

ANODE

b

CATHODE I

J

SHUTOFF

BUTTON

Figure 2 SCR in a dc circuit does not conduct until gate voltage turns it on,

despite forward cathode -anode bias.

Figure 3 A transistor regenerative switch bears many similarities to an SCR.

Resistors' values are typical for Vcc of 6V to 12V.
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Thyristors

ing SCR typically measures less
than 1V. But an SCR behaves as a
diode with ac, even when fully
turned on. It conducts only on
forward half cycles, the same as a

regular silicon diode (Figure 4). If
the device or load to be controlled
operates satisfactorily from pulsed
dc, variable control (motor speed,
lamp brightness) can be accom-

Figure 4 An SCR that is gated on steadily produces the same output waveform
from ac as a regular silicon diode.

plished as well as on -off action.
Consider speed control of a dc

motor, for example. When ac is
applied to the SCR, it automatically
unlatches 60 times per second
because of the reversing polarity. If
the gate pulse is also derived from
the ac line, the SCR can be
triggered on only during a
portion of each power cycle. This
reduces the effective power supplied
to the load. In the case of a motor,
limiting the average power reduces
the speed. If a lamp is the load,
lowering power dims the lamp.

Figure 5A shows a simple method
of securing gate control from the ac
power line. With small values of R,
the gate turns the SCR fully on and
the SCR operates as a simple
rectifier (waveform 1). As R is
increased, the gate receives less
current, so the SCR does not turn
on at the beginning of the cycle,
but later. Hence the SCR only
conducts current during a portion
of the half -cycle (waveform 2). Less
than half of the applied ac power
reaches the load.

As R is increased further, a point
occurs where the gate turns on only

A 3

AC

INPUT

POSSIBLE

WAVEFORMS ACROSS

LOAD

X.-
SCR

WAVEFORMS ACROSS

LOAD

1S2 "\--

3 '

B

AC

INPUT

i

uJi

SCR

Figure 5 (A) An SCR that's gated by ac controls power to load. Waveform 1 is half -cycle, 2 is less than half -cycle, 3 is
quarter -cycle of applied current. This circuit is limited to a control range between 1/2 and 1/4 (90°) of cycle. In B, adding a
capacitor allows control over the entire half -cycle (1800).
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at the very peak (90° point) of each
ac cycle, and only the remaining
quarter -cycle reaches the load
(waveform 3). Increasing the resis-
tance beyond this point leaves the
SCR turned off. Unless the gate
receives sufficient current to turn
on at the peak, it simply stays off
during the downward slope of the
sine wave. So no current at all goes
to the load.

In some circuits 90° of control
may be useful or even desirable.
But for most operations, 180° of
control works better. Fortunately,
reasonably good 180° control can
be obtained with rather simple
circuitry.

Figure 5B shows a single capaci-
tor added. Essentially, the capacitor
takes a certain time to charge
through R. Gate current is delayed
by the time constant of R and C.
Triggering takes place later in the
half -cycle, since at a particular
setting of R the gate capacitor will
not have charged sufficiently to
trigger the gate until sometime
after the downward slope of the
sine wave has reached the anode of
the SCR (waveform 4). Thus the
SCR may be triggered on during
only a tiny portion of the cycle.
This delivers smooth control from
an entire half -cycle all the way to
virtually zero. Hence the term 180°
control.

The diode in the gating circuit
prevents negative pulses from
reaching the gate. A high enough
negative pulse could cause break -
over in the gate -cathode structure,
bringing damage or erratic opera-
tion. In some SCR controls, a
DIAC (discussed later) is used
instead.

Sometimes a load is placed at the
cathode of an SCR rather than at
the anode, as in Figure 6. This
provides some feedback control of
motor speed. Since a rotating motor
develops a certain counter-emf, the
speed of the motor creates at the
SCR cathode a proportionate bias
that must be overcome by the gate
trigger voltage. This alters the point
on the ac cycle at which the SCR
fires. If the motor slows down the
counter-emf is less and the SCR
fires sooner. The converse occurs if
the motor speeds up. The motor -
produced bias thus tends to hold
the speed stable under varying

mechanical loads on the motor
shaft.

Resistor R1 and capacitor C2
may be found in SCR or TRIAC
circuits controlling an inductive
load. Their purpose is to integrate
any kickback voltage from the
inductance and prevent erratic fir-
ing of the SCR. An SCR might also
be triggered randomly by transients,
especially if the gate impedance is
high or if interference spikes are
allowed to reach the gate. DIACs or
neon lamps often are placed in gate
circuits to prevent signals of lower
voltage than that of the trigger
pulse from reaching the gate.

Many high -power SCRs incorpo-
rate an internal ohmic path be-
tween the gate and cathode, a
construction sometimes called
shorted emitter. The low impedance
thus achieved minimizes any ten-
dency to self -triggering in the
high -power circuit.

SCR testing
An ohmmeter can help you find

most defective SCRs either in or
out of the circuit. Common troubles
are anode -to -cathode shorts, opens,
and-less frequently-failure to
trigger or failure to hold once
triggered. When testing an SCR,
use the Rxl range of your VOM.

You should be aware of your
ohmmeter -lead biasing. Does the
red lead of the ohmmeter connect
to positive voltage inside the instru-
ment, or to negative? Figure 7
demonstrates how to check your
meter. If the main or red probe
causes conduction when connected
to the anode, the ohmmeter is said
to be of forward polarity. If the
black or common lead on the diode
anode causes conduction, as in
Figure 7B, the ohmmeter is reverse
polarity.

You also need to know whether
your ohmmeter is one of the

Figure 6 In some speed controls, the motor might be connected in the cathode
circuit of the SCR. R1 and Cl prevent self -triggering of the SCR due to
inductive -load kickbacks.

Figure 7 Use a diode to reveal polarity of voltage coming from the leads of your
ohmmeter.
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OPEN

OPEN

MOMENTARY

SHORT

SCR
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+
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FORWARD-POLARIZED
OHMMETER

GATED ON

SHORT

REMOVED

SCR

MOMENTARY SHORT

SHORT REMOVED
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OR BLACK

REVERSE- POLARIZED

OHMMETER
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HOLDING

Figure 8 Testing SCR with ohmmeter of either polarity. Clue: Always gate SCR
from anode voltage.

Figure 9 Any supply between 6V and 28V can be used as a test voltage fo
higher -power SCRs, provided the lamp has the same rating and draws about
100mA.

extremely sensitive ones that uses
only 1.5V for the Rxl ohmmeter
scale. That's not enough ohmmeter
"power" to check some SCRs.

A small, low wattage SCR gener-
ally exhibits diode characteristics
between the gate and cathode. That
is, an ohmmeter measures high
resistance in one direction and low
when the ohmmeter leads are
reversed. However, this is not true
of many larger SCRs. Nearly all of
them show between gate and cath-
ode an internal resistance low
enough to swamp out any ohm-
meter other than the resistance
itself-typically less than 15 Q.

No normal SCR should cause any
anode -to -cathode reading less than
infinity on the Rxl scale. Ohmme-
ter polarity should make no differ-
ence in the anode -cathode reading.
That is, the SCR should read open
unless it is gated.

Here's how to check an SCR for
gating (triggering) and its ability to
hold. Connect the positive ohmme-
ter lead to the anode terminal of
the SCR, and the negative lead to
cathode, as in Figure 8. Momentar-
ily clip a jumper between the anode
and gate of the SCR. The ohmme-
ter (Rxl) should then indicate
forward conduction. Once begun,
forward conduction should contin-
ue, even after the gate jumper is
disconnected. To stop conduction,
remove one ohmmeter lead from
the SCR terminal. Repeat the test.

Figure 8 shows the procedure for
both forward- and reverse -polarized
ohmmeters. If the SCR triggers on
but will not hold when gate is
opened, don't conclude immediately
that the SCR is faulty. Meter
current may not be enough to hold
the SCR in conduction. Some larger
SCRs may require more than 50mA
of holding current, although most
will hold with 25mA or less. Small
SCRs need only 1mA of current-
or even less.

The simple circuit in Figure 9
illustrates go/no-go testing of larger
SCRs that require more hold cur-
rent than a standard ohmmeter
supplies. Any convenient dc above
6V is suitable if you have a
matching lamp. The lamp should
light to full brightness at 100mA or
so. No resistor is needed in the gate
circuit since anode voltage drops to
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less than 1V when the SCR fires. A
good SCR should fire upon brief
contact at the latch switch. The
unlatch button momentarily shorts
across the SCR, dropping hold
current to zero, which turns off the
SCR. The test sequence should be
repeated a couple of times.

Infrequently, an SCR tests nor-
mal on low -voltage dc but performs
erratically at regular circuit voltage.
It might even cause fuses or circuit
breakers to blow.

This may be due to the forward
breakover voltage (VBOO) being
exceeded, either because the SCR is
defective or because an incorrect
replacement has been chosen. At
some critical forward voltage, any
SCR will self -trigger, even with gate
voltage at zero. Any pulse or
transient that momentarily exceeds
this voltage can fire the SCR.

An SCR can be checked for
forward breakover voltage using the
method in Figure 10 (or a similar
one). For test voltages up to 400V
or so, a 10k (SW) series resistor
limits the current enough for short -
cycle testing. Advance the dc power
supply voltage slowly while watch-
ing the voltmeter. When the actual
VBOO is reached, the SCR should
fire and voltmeter reading should
drop to near zero.

Also, you can determine the peak
reverse voltage (PRV) of the SCR
by reversing the SCR leads and
repeating the previous sequence.

If power is removed and the do
path opened between anode and
cathode (perhaps by removing a
fuse or disconnecting one end of
the load), ohmmeter and low -vol-
tage lamp tests become valid in
many SCR circuits. For greater
safety, however, disconnect any two
leads of the SCR before tests are
made-or after in -circuit testing
proves inconclusive. Breakover tests
should preferably be made with all
three leads of the SCR disconnected
(in other words, out -of -circuit).

The TRIAC
Basically, a TRIAC comprises

two SCRs in parallel but hooked in
opposite polarity. Figure 11 shows
the circuit equivalent and the
TRIAC symbol. In fact, if the gate
circuits were properly isolated with
resistors or diodes, two SCRs could

Figure 10 Testing SCR breakover voltage. For testing reverse breakover, connect
positive lead of supply to SCR cathode and the negative lead to anode.

Figure 11 A TRIAC operates like two SCRs in parallel -opposing.

be connected to switch ac power the
same as a TRIAC does.

A TRIAC has three terminals,
the same as an SCR. But, unlike an
SCR, a TRIAC carries no cathode
lead to the outside. Instead a
TRIAC exposes two anode termi-
nals and a gate terminal. The
anodes are labeled Anode 1 and 2
or Main Terminal (MT) 1 or 2.

With an ohmmeter, a TRIAC
may at first seem to test the same
as an SCR. You find low resistance
(but no diode action) between
anode 1 and the gate. You should
measure high resistance between
anode 2 and the gate, and high
resistance between the two anodes.

But there's a significant opera-

tional difference. A TRIAC, be-
cause it's designed for full -wave
switching of ac, can be triggered
(gated) by either a positive or
negative pulse. An SCR can be
triggered only by a positive voltage.

Figure 12 shows how to test a
TRIAC with your ohmmeter. Note
that, regardless of meter -lead polar-
ity, trigger for the gate must be
taken from anode 2 or main
terminal 2. This proves that a
TRIAC gate can be triggered with
either polarity of voltage.

As with SCRs, larger TRIACs
might not "hold" when tested with
an ohmmeter. The circuit in Figure
9 can be modified to test these
TRIACs. Just add a reversing
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II

switch, as in Figure 13. Again, any
reasonable dc voltage (6V or more)
may be used, with a matching
lamp.

TRIACs, the same as SCRs,
sometimes fail due to a shift in

breakover voltage characteristic (or
because of an incorrect replace-
ment). Such failures will not show
up in low -voltage tests. The break -
over tests of Figure 10 work for
TRIACs as well as for SCRs. But

Figure 12 After testing a TRIAC with the procedure above, reverse the
ohmmeter leads and perform the same tests again, to check operation in both
polarities. The ohmmeter Rx1 scale must be used, to provide sufficient holding
current.

100 m A

LAMP

/°1

DC

.

. .

UNLATCH

1

(MT1 TRIAC)

(CATHODE SCR)

LATCH I
.

(MT2 TRIAC)

(ANODE SCR)

GATE

Figure 13 For checking both TRIACs and SCRs, add a DPDT switch. Test all
TRIACs in both positions.

AC

SUPPLY

AC

MOTOR

HIGHCURRENT

RF CHOKE

.05

100K

SPEED

CONTROL

.1

TRIAC

DIAC
5.6K

MT2

E3
GATE

MT1

Figure 14 A practical TRIAC-type motor speed control should have a choke and
capacitors to suppress RFI.

with TRIACs, the tests should be
made both ways; exchange polari-
ties between MT1 and MT2, just to
be sure the device triggers in both
directions.

TRIACs appear in numerous
control circuits for heaters, lights,
motors, and even high -horsepower
3 -phase motors. They are suitable
for any other load requiring on/off
or variable power control from a
remote point. Figure 14 illustrates a
simple motor -control circuit using a
TRIAC. Varying the speed -control
pot makes the TRIAC switch turn
on for all or some portion of a
cycle, in the same manner as
described for SCRs. But where the
SCR controlled only a half -cycle,
the TRIAC controls both half -
cycles, providing 360° control from
zero to full power.

The DIAC in the gate circuit of
Figure 14 is a type of thyristor that
has no gate of its own. It is
designed to break down and con-
duct upon application of either
positive or negative voltage of a
certain specified amplitude. Com-
mercial DIACs are available with
breakover ratings from about 7V to
30V. Once breakover occurs, the
voltage must drop a small amount
before current stops flowing.

This compares to a neon lamp,
which ordinarily fires at 60V but
then remains on until applied
voltage drops to around 50V.
Sometimes neon lamps rather than
DIACs are put in the gate circuits
of TRIACs. In either case, uniform-
ity of triggering is improved.

A DIAC can be checked with a
dc voltage and limiting resistor, as
in Figure 10. Then reverse the
voltage to see that breakover occurs
at about the same voltage for both
polarities. Or, an ac voltage can be
applied and the breakover point
monitored on an oscilloscope, as
Figure 15 portrays. Whether tested
by dc or ac, the breakover point in
both positive and negative direc-
tions should be within 5% of one
another.

A shorted DIAC can be spotted
with an ohmmeter. But for a
suspected open DIAC, a higher dc
or ac test is necessary. On rare
occasions, premature breakover of a
DIAC occurs in either the positive
or negative direction. At times this
may have little or no effect on
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SCOPE WAVEFORM WHEN GOOD
DIAC IS TESTED

Figure 15 DIAC testing with ac and oscilloscope may not reveal imbalances, unless dc scope coupling is used.

circuit operation. In other circuits it
may cause a borderline trouble that
is difficult to diagnose. A DIAC
comes under suspicion when ap-
plied power varies erratically at low
power settings, or if dial calibration
of a controller has changed, or
when there are any evidences of
nonlinear control operation.

QUADRAC
In a few controller designs, you

might find a device called a
QUADRAC. This is a TRIAC with
the DIAC gate built in. Testing of a
QUADRAC requires sufficient gate
voltage to overcome the internal
DIAC barrier of from 7V to 28V or
so. Otherwise testing is comparable
to TRIAC testing.

Quick tips for testing
By and large, intermittent leak-

age or breakover cause only a small
percentage of faults in SCRs,
DIACs or TRIACs. This is fortu-
nate, because it makes simple
trouble -shooting procedures effi-
cient and usually reliable.

If these direct -control devices
check normally, then the trouble is
likely in transistor or IC stages that
drive the gating circuit. A fault
might also exist in the load, or in a
power -supply circuit. Sometimes the
defect is no more complicated than
a dirty potentiometer or rheostat
that introduces discontinuities, cre-
ates transients, and causes erratic
triggering; a new pot is the cure.

Altered resistor values could re-

duce the trigger point or the pulse
itself to some marginal value.
Ordinarily, trigger pulse amplitudes
to the gates of SCRs or TRIACs are
more than ample. This assures
reliable triggering and reduces the
switching -time lag. When marginal
or erratic operation occurs, a check
of gate -pulse amplitude is one of
the first tests to make.

RF interference
One side effect of solid-state

switching is creation of radio -fre-
quency radiation. An RF choke,
often toroidally wound, and a
bypass capacitor help minimize this
interference. Generally, they are
connected as in Figure 14. Shield-
ing and case -grounding also help. 

Electronics Math Simplified
The article "Calculators Make

Milli  Micro Decimals Easy" is
from a service training Monograph
titled Easi-Way Solutions for Elec-
tronics Math and Formulas.

Many technicians avoid electron-
ics math and formulas. Often,
that's because they learned high-
school algebra so long ago. Hun-
dreds of otherwise excellent techni-
cians miss FCC and other exams
only because of this weakness in
mathematics.

Forest Belt. author of Mono -

Answers for
Calculators Exercises
(page 34)

Exercise 1 0.3575
Exercise 2 4.7 -09 and 4700
Exercise 3 4.7 -03 and 0.0047

graph, set out to devise some
shortcut that any technician could
use for electronics math. The
natural tool was, of course, a cal-
culator. But only a certain type
would suffice: The so-called scien-
tific calculator. Next came the
matter of adapting and simplifying
methods of use to suit the particu-
lar needs of technicians. The tech-
nique had to be useful and quick
for problems encountered everyday
in maintenance, servicing and in-
stallation. And, it should never
become outdated.

The first result was a brief math
and formulas seminar which fit into
an early version of Belt's Training
Workshops in Communications
Servicing. It soon became obvious
that there is a need for a self -study
version. And the Easi-Way Solu-
tions Monograph resulted.

This booklet, the largest in the
Monograph series, contains the
equivalent of several hours' instruc-
tion and clarifies enough different
kinds of math and formulas to en-

able you to handle almost any elec-
tronics problems. Dozens of try -it -
yourself exercises, similar to the
three in the article, prove that you
can use what you learn. Exercise
answers appear on the inside back
cover of the Monograph.

Certain arithmetic and math
problems are inescapable when you
work in electronics everyday,
whether maintaining and servicing
or designing. This unique mathe-
matics shortcut forms a basis for
whatever math crops up. And you
do not need to know algebra! The
Monograph shows you how to let
your calculator make the algebraic
mainpulations. You simply arrange
the formulas and feed the numbers
into the calcuLtor.

You can order this Monograph
from Service Training Group, P.O.
Box 47, West Newton, IN 46183.
The order number is 28A -E1079.
Price is $12.50 postpaid ($15 out-
side the US) Send check or money
order, not cash. Sorry, no COD
orders accepted by STG.
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Ceilculeitors
meike
mliii
micro

decimeils
easy

By Forest Belt

Any service or maintenance tech-
nician who does his arithmetic with
pencil and paper is hopelessly
behind the times. He wastes time
and effort.

Today, technicians can use calcu-
lators efficiently, even when they
don't know higher math. You can
buy an elaborate scientific calcula-
tor for well under $50, sometimes
half that if you shop around. You
will save that much the first week
you use it.

Calculators mean that anyone
who knows basic arithmetic can
manage complex algebraic compu-

A Forest Belt service and trade mark

tations without really knowing alge-
bra at all. The calculator does the
manipulations. An instruction
booklet comes with each calculator,
and describes every operation that
model performs.

Nevertheless, field experience
proves that many technicians find it
difficult to sort out decimals. For
example, multiplying millihenries
times microfarads in a resonance
formula introduces as many as
fifteen decimal places. Yet these
calculations are surprisingly easy,
thanks to a mathematical trick
called scientific notation. And noth-
ing speeds and simplifies this kind
of arithmetic more than a calcula-
tor does.

Basic units

One simple rule means a great
deal to success with electronics
math and formulas: Basic formulas
involve only basic units of measure.
Remember this. Otherwise, efforts
at solving many formulas and
computation become hopelessly
tangled.

What does the statement mean?
What are basic units? The term
refers to primary units of electronic
measurement. Volts, for example,
and amperes, ohms, farads, henries,
seconds, watts and hertz (cycles -
per -second), all are basic units. And
the formulas that are most valuable
to you in servicing and maintenance
are all expressed in these basic or
primary units.

Simple Ohm's Law, for example:
When you work with E = IR, the
value of current I must be given in
ampere (amps) and resistance R in
ohms; the answer, E, comes out in
volts.

You cannot indiscriminately mix
milliamps, megohms, and kilovolts.
You must stick to the primary units
of measure, because solving the
formula accurately depends on it.

Consider volts. A measured value
may be only a fraction of a volt.
Prefixes let you express the value as
a whole number, which generally is
easier to deal with than a decimal
fraction. Suppose you measure
0.032V at some circuit point. That's
32/1000 or 32 thousandths of a
volt. In practice, it is more practical
to call it 32 millivolts (mV), because
milli means "thousandth." But you
should not use millivolts in the
basic formula, because millivolt is
not a basic unit. The basic unit is
volt.

It would be similar if you
measured 1500V somewhere. Since
kilo means thousand, you would
likely call the voltage 1.5 kilovolts.
You would nevertheless have to
convert that back to volts for use as
a value in a basic formula.

These so-called "metric" prefixes
permeate the field of electronics.
You run into milli, micro, nano,
pico, and others whenever you talk
or read about electronics. Some
involve so many decimal places that
you can quickly lose track, even in
an ordinary calculation.
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Display shows results here in henries.
You can convert to milli or micro.

n y rL4 Li J i 

Press x and enter 1. Then press EE or
EXP and enter 03 to convert to milli -
henries.

For microhenries, starting with hen-
ries (top), press x, then enter 1, press
EE, and enter 06.

However, you will not lose track
in your calculator if you remember
the initial fact: Basic formulas
involve only basic units. In other
words, every value entry you make
into your calculator must end up in
whole -unit terms. You'll see how.

Of course, you immediately face
a difficulty. How can you punch in
a value that uses more digits or
zeroes than your calculator dis-
plays? Directly, you cannot. Using
scientific notation, you can.

And that's what you do. In fact,
scientific notation, as you will learn
to use it here, opens the door to
simplification you never dreamed
possible. No more trying to figure
out decimal places. You simply do
not have to worry about them. The
clue is in how you enter values into
your calculator. You do it according
to the decimal prefixes.

Easy decimal notation
Begin with a common situation,

one you may encounter every day
servicing solid-state equipment.

Milli stands for thousandth. Thus
0.005 ampere (5 thousandths of an
ampere) is called 5 milliamps and
abbreviated 5mA. But entering

milliamps directly into your calcula-
tor would throw off the calcula-
tions, because basic formulas are
set up around full units.

You have two alternatives for
entering this kind of value into your
calculator. Finding a measurement
of 5mA, you could mentally convert
it to amps, and enter the digits
0.005 on the calculator. That's
okay, but only as long as the value
remains within the digit capacity of
your calculator display.

You may as well learn a more
dependable method right at the
outset. This method works for every
kind of measurement that involves
a decimal prefix. The secret: Use
scientific notation. Here's how the
system works.

Consider 5mA as your first
example. This is 5 milliamps or
0.005 amps. So 5mA is the same
scientific notation, as 5 x 10-3
amps. That's because you move the
decimal point three places leftward
to rewrite the 5 milliamps back into
0.005 amps. So 5 mA is the same
as 5 x 10-3 amps. (However, if this
sounds mathematically unfamiliar,
don't worry about it. Just do what
the next sentences tell you to do.
You will soon understand.)

You can enter milliamps into the
calculator directly, using the expo-
nent feature of a scientific calcula-
tor.

First enter 5. Then, to account
for the milli in milliamps, you also
tell the calculator that you really
mean "x 10-3." You enter the "x
10" instruction by pressing the EE
or EXP key. Then enter the
exponent itself by punching the 3
button. Since the exponent in this
case is negative, you must also
press the +1- key after you punch
the 3.

Try the steps just described on
your calculator. The display should
look like this:

5. -03

The ease of this entry method
becomes apparent when you enter a
mixed decimal value.

Example: Punch in the value for
3.05mV. Enter 3.05 on the key-
board. Press EE. Enter -3 as the
exponent. The display reads

3.05 -03

As you proceed, the calculator
treats the entry exactly as if you
had entered 0.00305 volts. The
calculator has itself taken care of
placing the decimal point according
to the milli prefix. You had nothing
to figure out about decimal places.

Micro means millionth. Micro
can also be expressed as X 10-6.
So, here is how you handle 3.75
microamps. (Try it.) Enter 3.75;
press EE; enter 6; press +1-. With
the .00000375 ampere thus entered
so easily in correct scientific nota-
tion, you can proceed with your
calculation.

Nano is X 10-9. You don't run
into this prefix much in everyday
servicing, but you might. A value of
23 nanoseconds (ns) is 23 x 10-9
seconds. Enter 23; press EE; enter
9; press +1-. Then proceed.

Pico is the same as micro -micro,
and in scientific notation is equiva-
lent to X 10-12. This expression is
common among capacitors. You
enter pico- expressions the same as
other decimals, except that you use
a -12 exponent.

Below is a table that lists the
most common decimal prefixes for
electronics. With this table near at
hand, you can enter any electronics
value into your calculator directly,
and the calculator chip takes care
of complicated decimal -point place-
ments.

Decimal prefixes table

pico (10-12)
nano (10-9)
micro (10-6)
milli (10-3)
centi (10-2)
kilo (103)
mega (106)
giga (109)

millionth -millionth
thousandth -millionth
millionth
thousandth
hundredth
thousand
million
thousand -million

Of course, when the exponent is
not negative, you leave the +1- key
untouched, and the exponent you
enter remains positive.

When you enter values by scien-
tific notation, your answer shows up
displayed the same way. You might
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then want to convert back to
standard notation. If you have
trouble visualizing multiple zeroes
and decimal places, write down the
scientific notation answer as shown
on the display, but without the
exponent. To return this to stan-
dard notation, move the decimal
point. If the exponent displayed is
negative, move the decimal point
leftward as many places as the
exponent says. Insert zeroes if you
need to. If the exponent has no
minus sign, move the decimal point
in the answer rightward as many
places as the exponent indicated,
adding whatever zeroes you need.

It is vital that you grow accus-
tomed to this scientific -notation
mode of entry, and to reading any
answer that appears in this form.
Without it, you become hopelessly
lost in a morass of zeroes and
decimal -point shifts.

To summarize: Virtually all for-
mulas are in primary terms. When
substituting values for letters, you
use whole -unit values: ohms for
resistors, henries for coils, farads
for capacitors, cycles -per -second
(Hertz) for frequency, and so on.
When values are smaller or larger
than units, you use decimal prefixes
to name them: megohms, millihen-
ries, microfarads, kilohertz, and the
like. This keeps the numerals
manageable.

Consequently, upon entering val-
ues into your calculator to solve a
formula, you punch the numbers
exactly as given, but account for
each prefix by using a scientific-

notation exponent-either positive
or negative, depending on the
prefix. Doing this places each value
into the working register in terms
of basic units of measure.

Making the answer
read directly

The answer, then, also is dis-
played in basic units. There may be
exponents in the display, represent-
ing scientific notation. So you need
a quick, easy way to convert the
displayed answer into values and
terms that are again easily under-
standable-that is, into micro-, or
milli , or kilo-, etc., terms.

Actually, you don't even have to
write down the display figures. You
can convert back to decimal units

right on the calculator. It's easy,
and takes only a few steps.

Look again at the decimal pre-
fixes table. Note the exponent
indicated for whatever prefix you
want to change a whole -unit display
into, and then change the exponent
sign.

Here's the way to proceed when
you have a whole -unit answer
displayed in scientific -notation:

1. Press the x key.
2. Enter 1.
3. Press the EXP or EE key.
4. Enter the exponent for which-

ever prefix you want, but make the
sign opposite to what's in the
decimal prefixes table.

5. Press the = key. The display
shows the answer, stated in terms
of the prefix you chose.

Try this example on your calcula-
tor: Add 37.2 and 43.8 microvolts
(uV). Enter 37.2, press EE, enter
-06. Press +. Enter 43.8, press EE,
and enter -06 again. Press =. The
display should read 8.1 -05. That
answer is in volts, since volt is the
basic unit; remember, you corrected
both of your original microvolt
entries by entering them, in scien-
tific notation, as volts.

Now, to convert this display back
to microvolts, consult the prefix
table. The exponent for microvolt is
-06, so you will use 06. Start the
conversion by pressing the x key.
Enter 1. Press EE. Enter 06. Press
=. Now you see the answer ex-
pressed in microvolts. The display
should read 81.0, and the answer is
81 microvolts.

Start again. Add 37.2 IV and
43.8 IS as before. Now, just for
practice, convert 8.1 -05 volts to
millivolts. Press x, enter 1, press
EE, enter 03 (see the table and
don't forget to change the sign),
and press =. The answer is 0.081
millivolts.

Here's some more practice for
you, with answers on page 31.

Exercise 1. Enter 3.575, press EE
or EXP, and enter -07. Display
should now read 3.575 -07. Imag-
ine that's an answer, in farads. Now
convert the reading to microfarads,
using the procedure just outlined.
The display now reads
microfarads.

J. Li;U !J
r

Calculator has produced answer in
seconds. Convert it to make reading it
easier.

For microseconds, press x, enter 1,
press EE, and then enter 06 exponent.

1 t-
Lt ;d wt

t7 t
'.,! _+

For milliseconds, press x, enter 1,
press EE, and enter 03 exponent.

C ti r -i CY !iu if L.+ Li

For nanoseconds, exponent to enter is
09. Keep sign positive for all of these.

Exercise 2. Enter 2.16, press EE,
enter -09. Press +. Enter 2.54,
press EE, enter -09. Press =. The
display reads Assume
that's total capacitance in farads.
Convert this now to picofarads
using the procedure you have just
learned. The display now reads

Exercise 3. Clear the register.
Repeat the addition in Exercise 2,
but convert the answer to microfar-
ads instead of picofarads. The
display reads , which
means the sum of the two capaci-
tances is µF

When the exponent in the display
is the same as for one of the
prefixes listed, you can get the
habit of reading the display directly
in terms of that prefix. Hence, for
6.557 -03 volts on the display, you
would read 6.557 millivolts. If the
display shows 7.25 03 volts, it can
be read directly as 7.25 kilovolts.

For exponents in between those
in the table, use the next prefix,
NOT the next smaller exponent, to
express the value. Work the prob-
lem on the calculator exactly as
described for exponents in the
Table.
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Repairing TVs

By Gill Grieshaber, CET

Older color TVs develop
different common
defects, and thus require
modified troubleshooting
techniques, from those
needed for the same
receivers when they were
new. These tips should
help technicians repair
older TVs quicker.

Stresses from heat and voltage
cycles that occur over a period of
years tend to ruin different types of
components than those that usually
failed when the color TV was new.
Also, some materials (such as
circuit boards, coil forms and tube
caps) weaken or disintegrate from
heat, humidity and material fatigue.

Older TVs often have multiple
defects, compared to the single
major failure that's common with
new receivers. Also, many minor
troubles might have accumulated
over the years. These older ma-
chines generally require more labor
time for adjustments and resolder-
ing, in proportion to the number of
new parts installed.

To prevent the total billing from
exceeding the TV receiver's value,
and to forestall expensive callbacks,

An old RCA CTC16 chassis was selected as an example. Notice that the tuner
assembly is mounted correctly on the chassis for servicing or transportation.
Two chassis screws and matching slots in the tuner bracket hold the assembly.
(If the tuner is placed on top of chassis wiring severe damage can occur to
unshielded coils and other fragile components.)

it is necessary that a technician
work efficiently by knowing fast
ways of eliminating all secondary or
intermittent problems.

This article provides examples of
typical defects and many remedies
that are unique to older TV
receivers.

Technician damage or neglect
A 6 -year -old tube -type color TV

is likely to have had five to seven
repairs or service calls. After that
many servicing incidents, several
tube shields probably are missing, a
couple of coil cores are cracked or
frozen, solder splatters are on the
chassis, and the convergence coils
are in the wrong position.

The first step, therefore, when
checking an old timer is to give it a
thorough visual examination. Look

The convergence -yoke assembly was
crooked on the picture -tube neck,
evidence of previous poor servicing.
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for burned resistors and cracked
circuit boards, of course, but be
alert also for missing parts and
other technician -caused problems.

All such deficiencies should be
written down for later reference,
but they should not necessarily be
brought to the owner's attention.
Blaming another technician often
gives all technicians a bad name.

Next, all sweep tubes should be
tested, since they usually have
higher list prices, and the emission
and tracking of all three picture -

tube guns should be checked.
A decision should be made at

this time about whether or not to
proceed with the repairs. For
trade-in sets, the repair cost should
not exceed a certain percentage of
the proposed selling price. An
estimate should be given for all
customer merchandise. These are
important business decisions, for
some old receivers should be
junked.

Remove the chassis
The chassis should be removed

from the cabinet for the next
examinations. It is false economy to
attempt these repairs in -cabinet.
Expect to find several bad solder
joints. Most of these joints original-
ly were soldered correctly. But the
heat of tubes and resistors or heavy
heater currents have ruined the

This core from a convergence -board
coil was cracked at one end. It still
operated alright, but longer lengthwise
cracks would prevent such a coil from
tuning properly. A cracked core some-
times can be removed with an Allen
wrench of the right size.

solder gradually. Several examples
are shown in pictures.

Sometimes a suspected joint
shows a crack around the wire lead
or rivet when moderate finger
pressure is applied to board or
component. Resistors that dissipate
large amounts of heat often deter-
iorate the solder at their connecting
joints. This is very common when a
large resistor is mounted on a
circuit board.

Another excellent method is to
check all suspected joints by using
a reading glass or a low -power
microscope. Shine a bright light on
the area and move circuit board,
resistors and other large compo-
nents while their soldered joints are
observed through the magnifier.

Perhaps many technician readers
will reply that looking at each
joint is a waste of time, for it's
easier to give them all a fast
resoldering. Unfortunately, a joint
that has become pitted by arcs and
has rough grainy solder often will
not tin properly. In such cases, the
intermittent problem is not solved
by casual resoldering, especially
when done by an iron with insuffi-
cient heat. The only certain method
is to tin both parts of the joint
separately, solder them with a hot
iron and then check the joint with a
reading glass.

Circuit boards in older RCA -type

The degaussing thermistor was miss-
ing. Such an open circuit stops all
operation except the tube heaters. For
a temporary test, short across the
thermistor leads. The thermistor also
functions as a surge resistor, so it's
advisable to replace any bad ones
rather than jumpering them perma-
nently.

chassis often were mounted by
soldering board rivets to metal
lances of the chassis. As they age,
these joints are very likely to
become intermittently open. One
such open occurs between the metal
lance and the rivet. It often can be
located by attempting to move the
board up and down. But use care,
for the lance might be loose inside
the solder.

A tiny circular crack is difficult
to find when it forms between a
rivet and the ground wiring on the
board. Flexing the board slightly
sometimes widens the crack enough
for the open space to be seen. It is
imperative for a magnifier to be
used here also.

Many symptoms
from bad grounds

Any intermittent open circuit can
cause much trouble before it's
located, but bad grounds are the
worst of all since the symptom and
the physical location do not always
correspond.

IF circuit boards usually have six
or seven separate grounds around
the edges. Several might be con-
nected to different ends of the same
common ground wiring. Sometimes,
a chassis ground is connected to
one circuit ground only. An open in
such a single -circuit ground is likely
to produce a major symptom, such

Another servicing mistake
conventional top -hat diode used as a
boosted -boost diode. This one was
not shorted, but it should have been,
for these are called on to supply about
300V of extra dc voltage-far above
the ratings of the wrong replacement.

was the
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as oscillation or loss of all IF gain.
On the other hand, an intermit-

tent open at one of the multiple
common grounds does not stop all
IF operation. Instead, the IF align-
ment curve shifts, thus causing the
color level to change. This can be
misinterpreted as a color -IF prob-
lem, thereby wasting much valuable
time.

Erratic picture quality
or color

To find the source of erratic
color intensity or varying B&W
quality, operate the receiver from a
crosshatch/color-bar generator.
Both color and B&W problems can
originate in the picture IFs. If the
color is affected, tune in color bars.
While watching the color bars on
the TV screen, bend the IF circuit
board, particularly around the
grounds. Check the grounds with a
magnifier and resolder all that need
it. There is a good probability that
repairing the bad grounds will also
correct the erratic color level.

Should the erratic continue, gent-
ly rock the tubes and IF coils.
Corroded tube sockets are another
common source of unstable opera-
tion. Spray some good -quality tuner
cleaner into all pins of any sockets

that are suspected. A little cleaner
sprayed on the pins of the tube
while it's out of the socket also is a
good idea. After the tube is
replaced, watch the screen and rock
it again.

Many alignment jobs can be
made unnecessary by this cleaning
and ground -soldering method.

Bad grounds or corroded sockets
that produce ringing or oscillation
in the luminance signal can be
identified and corrected in the same
way.

Loss of raster by blooming
One common problem appears as

a rapid increase of brightness that
soon produces blooming and loss of
HV and raster. In the older RCA
designs, an intermittent ground at
the right rear corner of the chroma
board opens the cold side of the -Y
amplifier's heater circuit. Of course,
the tubes eventually stop conduct-
ing, which raises their plate vol-
tages. Because these plate voltages
supply the picture tube grids, the
brightness is increased severely.
This ground location is shown in
one of the picture illustrations.

Darker picture
Horizontal -blanker stages in old -

More than eight bad solder joints were found. This
closeup picture has arrows added to mark four joints
ruined by resistor heat. These resistor leads were loose in
the solder.

er color receivers were (and are) a
constant source of misleading
symptoms. In the CTC16 schematic
of Figure 1, a large negative voltage
is generated by blanker grid cur-
rent. Part of this negative voltage is
used for the killer control, the
brightness control, and the 6JE6
horizontal output tube grid. Defects
at this grid circuit could affect the
picture brightness, the color -killer
action, or the lifespan of the 6JE6
tube. Also, the pulse amplitude
from the blanker plate plays a large
part in determining the picture
brightness, since it indirectly estab-
lishes the -Y tube plate voltages.
Excessive blanker -tube current
might burn open the cathode
resistor that's shared with the color
bandpass tube, thus eliminating all
color. This is a busy circuit that
can cause many different trouble
symptoms.

An intermittent ground at grid
resistor R742 increases the negative
voltage there and darkens the
picture by way of the brightness
control.

Flashing horizontal bars
Erratic white and black horizon-

tal bars can appear on any or all
high -band (channels 7 through 13)

Heat from the large 20W 1400 0 wire -wound resistor
deteriorated all soldering joints on the terminal strip and
carbonized the insulation. None of the joints were open,
but would have gotten worse with time.
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channels if the neutralization of the
RF amplifier tube is wrong. The
adjustment is stable if it's left
alone, but excess tuner spray that
gets inside the trimmer capacitor
can give the effect of a wrong
adjustment.

Adjusting efficiency
and HV

If the high voltage is adjusted too
low by excessive 6BK4 current, the
6BK4 will fail often. If the HV and
efficiency adjustments are wrong,
the 6JE6 horizontal -output tube will
fail excessively.

Clearly, dependable operation re-
quires that both adjustments be
made correctly. However, these two
adjustments affect each other, and
they should be performed at about
the same time.

An additional complication is the
small change of 6JE6 plate current
that occurs during adjustment of
the efficiency coil. Older B&W
receivers called this coil "horizontal
linearity," and its adjustment made
a large change in linearity. Effici-
ency coils do not change the
linearity very much. Instead they
are peaked for minimum 6JE6 plate
current.

Adapter sockets are available for

This crack at a ground in the oscillator
circuit extended around the rivet
completely. It caused intermittent
operation of the horizontal oscillator.
Flexing of the board made the crack
more visible.

attaching an external meter to read
the 6JE6 cathode current. That
method works moderately well.
However, the screen -grid current
and the plate current respond in
reverse to efficiency -coil adjust-
ments, thus the cathode current
changes a smaller amount.

A better method involves moni-
toring screen -grid voltage during
the adjustment (Figure 2A). A
decrease of 6JE6 plate current from

A pen points to the hole in a ground
joint of the IF board where a ground
lance had pulled loose. Erratic color
level often results from opens at
auxiliary grounds.

efficiency -coil adjustment increases
the screen -grid current and reduces
the screen voltage. (HV current
changes affect plate and screen -grid
currents alike.) This is a convenient
way of monitoring since many
RCAs allow measuring of the
screen voltage through the space
below an elevated 6JE6 socket (see
photograph).

Unfortunately, efficiency adjust-
ments vary the amount of 6BK4

Many RCA chassis develop
tently open connections at one of the
chroma board grounds (see arrow). An
open produces extreme brightness and
loss of HV. This pictured joint was
not bad yet, but both lead wires of the
metal -film resistor in front of it were
loose in the solder.

intermit -
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6GU7 BLANKER C739
TO -Y1.8M F.__
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-90V
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R735
47K

390K 220K R741

R 740 B+
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C737

68K
680K
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Figure 1 The CTC16 horizontal -blanker circuit can affect the chroma level, the
horizontal -output grid voltage and the picture brightness. Horizontal pulses at
the grid are clipped (by grid rectification) and amplified, then the plate pulses
are applied to the common cathodes of the -Y amplifiers to produce horizontal
blanking. Also, switch -selected variations of the plate pulse amplitude are used
to determine the CRT grid dc voltages. Other pulses from the cathode are
transferred to the bandpass color amplifier where the burst is gated out. Dc
voltage developed by grid/cathode shunt rectification of the grid pulses is fed
to other circuits, such as the color killer, one end of the brightness control and
the horizontal -output grid. Wrong voltages and pulse levels can cause many
different symptoms.
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HV regulator current, and the
amount of regulator current affects
the optimum efficiency setting.

To minimize the number of
alternate regulator and efficiency
adjustments, the following proce-
dure was developed:
 Connect a dc voltmeter across the
1000 6BK4 cathode resistor (re-
membering that both ends are
about 400V above ground).
 With a black raster, adjust the
HV control for the maximum
regulator current recommended for
that model (see Figure 2B). Remem-
ber, 1V on the meter represents
1mA of regulator current. Old
CTC12 to CTC15 chassis should be
limited to about 1mA, while newer
models (such as CTC31 or CTC38)
can stand 1.6mA. Models without
adjustable controls can be tested
but not adjusted.
 While the meter is still con-
nected, advance the brightness con-
trol slowly until the regulator
current barely reaches zero (use
color bars for a stable reading).
 Now, adjust the efficiency -coil
core for minimum dc volts at the
screen grid.

That's all. However, it is advisa-
ble to repeat the procedure one
more time.

Many of the older tuners with Nuvistor
RF amplifiers by now have had tuner
cleaners sprayed accidentally into the
neutralization trimmers. This gives the
effect of wrong neutralization and
produces oscillation on some high -
band channels. The trimmers must be
thoroughly cleaned out with a solvent
and allowed to dry before they are
adjusted.

The amount of screen voltage can
give definite hints about where a
sweep defect is located. For the
CTC16, a screen voltage of about
+80V indicates the 6JE6 has no dc
plate voltage. At the other extreme,
if the tube does not have red plate
but the sweep is narrow and the
HV is low, a screen voltage of
+200V or more indicates a weak
6JE6 tube.' Other screen voltages
point to different bad parts or
adjustments.

Judging brightness
Picture tubes in older model

color TVs never (even when new)
had as much brightness as new
models do now. Therefore, it is
difficult to know when maximum
brightness has been reached.

With TVs that have a 6BK4-type
of HV regulator and a 1000 c

cathode resistor, an easy test will
prove when the brightness is maxi-
mum. Monitor the voltage drop
across the resistor and increase the
brightness until the voltage barely
reaches zero (or slightly above, just
to be certain). That is the point of
maximum brightness because any
increase will cause blooming and
reduced HV.

If the voltage drop stops at a

higher point even when the control
can be rotated further, the picture
tube is definitely weak. If the
voltage reading does not drop to
zero (although the brightness con-
trol has reached the end of travel),
then the raster gray scale needs to
be retracked at higher screen -con-
trol settings.

Corroded switches
The picture -tube bias and ser-

vice/normal switches are the cause
of many elusive problems. Because
they are so seldomly used, corrosion
builds up rapidly.

In CTC16 versions, the picture -
tube bias switch selects one of three
possible values of plate resistance
for the blanker tube. With pulses, a
lower -value plate resistor increases
the pulse amplitude which in this
case causes increased grid/cathode
clamping at the -Y amplifier tubes.
Increased clamping in turn raises
the negative grid bias, thus increas-
ing the plate voltage of each -Y
amplifier. The higher plate voltages
raise the picture -tube grid voltages
and in turn produce higher picture
brightness.

Therefore, any intermittent con-
tinuity inside the bias switch pro-
duces erratic brightness. And a

HORIZ
61E6

OUTPUT

-63V
OSC

MONITOR
SCREEN
VOLTAGE

FLYBACK

100 (A)
+145 V

0.1
13K
METAL
FILM

+400V

ADJUSTING EFFICIENCY

B+BOOST

6BK4

HV REG

.01

1600V

1000

HV

(B)

TO DC

VOLTMETER

(1V=1mA)

+400V

REGULATOR CURRENT

Figure 2 Efficiency -coil and HV-regulator adjustments are easy and accurate
when made by this method. First, find the point of maximum brightness
(preferably on color bars) by monitoring the voltage drop across the 1000 0
6BK4 cathode resistor (schematic B) and increasing the brightness until the
resistor voltage barely reaches zero. Then go through the procedure listed in the
text. Adjust the efficiency coil for minimum 6JE6 screen voltage (schematic A).
Finally, turn down the brightness to a black raster and adjust the HV control for
the proper maximum voltage across the 6BK4 cathode resistor. That's all. This
method works well with similar circuits as long as the output screen has a large
dropping resistor.
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steady open usually darkens the
picture.

Even worse are the symptoms of
a defective service/normal switch.
This switch seldom is suspected of
any problem, but corroded contacts
that open a circuit can kill the
raster and prevent the video from
reaching the picture -tube cathodes.
Video and vertical -sweep signals
both connect to the switch; there-
fore, internal leakage can reduce
the height or add vertical to the
video thus causing a shaded raster.

If any doubt exists about the
service/normal switch, remove the
wire that connects to the vertical -

output grid and then connect
together the three ungrounded
switch lugs. Any improvement of
performance indicates a bad switch.

Temporary cures sometimes can
be obtained by spraying a lot of
tuner spray inside the bad switch
and then sliding it back and forth
several times. This trick also works
at times with erratic volume or hold
controls.

Beware of printed components
The failure rate of capristors

(combined capacitors and resistors)
seems to be much higher than that
of discrete components. In fact, it's
recommended that any capristor
used as vertical -sync integrator or
filter network in vertical -sweep sys-

The 6JE6 or 6LQ6 screen grid often
can be reached for voltage tests
through the ventilation space below
the tube -socket shelf.

tems should be replaced by the
equivalent individual components.
Many schematics show the values.

Raspy sound
Distorted or raspy audio tone

quality can originate either in the
speaker, the FM discriminator or
the audio amplifier. Bad speakers
are common in old TVs. Most
speaker defects can be identified
easily. For example, a flapping or
buzzing sound that occurs only at
loud volume might be caused by an
unglued rim, a child's toy lodged
against the cone, or a nearby loose
object that vibrates in sympathy
with cone movement.

On the other hand, if the sound
quality is fair when the volume is
loud but becomes progressively
worse as the volume is reduced, it's
a good bet the voice coil is rubbing
against the magnet's pole piece.
Gentle pressing of a finger against
one point after another around the
rear of the cone sometimes will
minimize the raspy sound. This
identifies the problem, which is not
that easy to correct perfectly. A
cheap "cure" is to stuff a wadded
paper handkerchief between the
frame and cone. However, the only
permanent solution is to replace
either the cone or the speaker.

Open electrolytics
Problems of open electrolytic

The sliding -type
picture -tube -bias switches often pro-
duce baffling symptoms, such as a
shaded picture, erratic brightness or
insufficient height.

service/normal and

capacitors should be easily solved
now by one of the new generation
of capacitor testers. Digital -readout
highly -accurate capacitance meters
are available from B&K-Precision
(model 820), Data Precision (model
938) and Sencore (model CA-55 and
model LC -53). Also, the ESR meter
from Creative Electronics does not
measure capacitance directly but
instead checks the equivalent -series
resistance. This is sufficient for
electrolytics, and the ESR meter
can test almost all electrolytics
in -circuit without the necessity of
disconnecting any leads.

In the absence of one of these
meters, there's the clue of white
powder around the terminals or else
a shunting test.

Comments
Hundreds of "fixes" are known

for the older color TV receivers, so
seldom should any one repair
require an excessive amount of
technician time. In fact, servicing
the older models should be profita-
ble even when several problems are
encountered.

Readers are invited to write to
the editor if they would like more
tips of this kind or if a certain
circuit puzzles them. Write to:
Carl Babcoke, Editor
Electronic Servicing
P.O. Box 12901

Overland Park, Kansas 66212 El

Plate caps on regulator and horizontal -
output tubes can be sources of
mysterious noise patterns in the TV
picture. One common defect is a
broken weld where the lead wire is
fastened to the metal cap. Such a cap
should be replaced since the high heat
would melt solder. This 6BK4 cap was
crumbling but the weld was alright.
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Power supply
PTS Electronics has designed the

MSP-501 fully regulated 5Vdc pow-
er supply with an output current
capability of up to 5A for micro-
processors and other similar elec-
tronic devices. Features include a
new hybrid regulator and output
circuitry for high reliability, noise
and ripple of less than 10mv,
short-circuit current limiting, and a
front panel 4.5 to 6.0Vdc calibra-
tion adjustment. The MSP-501 has
a $99.95 user net and a 1 -year

limited warranty.
Circle (50) on Reply Card

Hand-held DMM
Hand-held 31/2 -digit Model 8022A

from John Fluke has 10 ranges of
ac and dc volts, eight ranges of ac
and dc current and six ranges of

ohms. Pushbutton switches are
designed for better reliability. A set
of Fluke -designed test leads are
included.

The unit sells for $129.
Circle (51) on Reply Card

Power vacuum desoldering system
Model SS100 from Sylvania is a

self-contained desoldering system

for removal of solid-state devices
from circuit boards. An internal
pump provides vacuum controlled
by a switch on the handle of the
soldering iron. A switch selects
either 40- or 20-W iron power. Two
iron tips are included and six
others are available.

Circle (52) on Reply Card

60 -MHz scope
A 60 -MHz oscilloscope from

Gould is a dual -trace unit with a
bandwidth from dc to 60 MHz,
maximum vertical sensitivity of 2
mV/cm, and triggering to 100

MHz. The 053500 display modes
are flexible and include CH1 or
CH2 alone, CHI and CH2 alternate
or chopped, CHI and CH2 added
algebraically and X -Y.

Circle (53) on Reply Card

Digital multimeter
A 31/2 -digit 6 -function digital

multimeter has been introduced by
Data Tech. The model 30LC has a
basic dc accuracy of .1%. A large
.5 -inch LCD is used for low power
drain from four off -the -shelf, dis-
posable, size D flashlight batteries.
Either alkaline or zinc -carbon bat-
teries may be used. The unit uses a
single DVM LSI chip as its analog
to digital conversion. Automatic
zero and polarity are included.
Functions include ac and dc voltage

and current, resistance to .1 a
resolution and a diode test feature.
The list price for the basic instru-
ment including one set of batteries
is $159.

Circle (54) on Reply Card

Temperature probe
Simpson has announced a temp-

erature probe for testing, trouble-
shooting, and service of electronic,
electrical or heating and air-condi-
tioning equipment. The probe con-
nects to almost any analog or
digital volt -ohm milliammeter. A

9V transistor battery provides up to
750 hours of operation, and a
battery test feature prevents unex-
pected loss of power or faulty
readings. Priced at $97, the Simp-
son 00758 probe will be available
from Simpson distributors nation-
wide.

Circle (55) on Reply Card

Rear -deck speakers
An automotive air suspension

speaker, designed for rear deck
mounting in 1978 and 1979 Ford
autos is being offered by Quam
Nichols. The Model 68C20FEX
features a heavy-duty 20 -ounce
ceramic magnet, an orange foam
surround, and whizzer cone. The
speaker's suggested retail price is
$13.62.

Circle (56) on Reply Card
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i[marketplace
Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 35
cents per word, each insertion, and must be
accompanied by cash to insure publication.
Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge $3.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for
forwarding (blind ads), there is an additional
charge of $3 00 per insertion to cover department
number, processing of replies, and mailing costs.
Classified columns are not open to advertising of
any products regularly produced by manufac-
turers unless used and ho longer owned by the
manufacturer or a distributor.

For Sale
REPLACEMENT COLOR YOKES-DEALER ONLY.
Zenith 95-2501-2532-2638-2667-S-89633 etc.
$19.94, Magnavox 361380-1 $21.95, Sylvania, GE
etc. $17.95 to $22.95. Request for price list on
your letterhead. David Sims Enterprises, Inc., 665
Jericho Turnpike, Huntington Station, N.Y.
11746, (516) 549-3925. 5-79-tf

AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement
parts: Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Motorola,
Panasonic and many others. Large inventory.
Laran Electronics, Inc., 3768 Boston Road,
Bronx, NY 10469, (212) 881-9600, out of New York
State. (800) 223-8314.. 5-79-tf

TV & RADIO TUBES, 36 cents EA!! Free color
catalog. Cornell, 4221 University, San Diego,
California 92104. 8-76-tf

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS: CLOSEOUTS, LIQUIDA-
TIONS! Parts, equipment stereo, industrial,
educational. Amazing values! Fascinating items
unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere.
Unusual FREE catalog. ETCO-011, Box 762,
Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901. 6-78-t1

SATELLITE TELEVISION-Movies, sports, etc.
Build or buy your own earth station. Send $3.00
for information. Satellite Television, Box 140,
'Oxford, N.Y. 13830. 9-79-2t

REMOTE CONTROL: 2 channel transmitter and
receiver module-$14.50. Walnut cabinet-$5.00.
Free catalogue. Project Electronics, 9-79-21

SAMS PHOTOFACT CB RADIO SERIES, Volume
1 to 65-$150. Cliff Newton, Wathena, KS 66090,
913-989-3461. 9-79-2t

SO. CALIFORNIA-T.V. Sales & Service. Attrac-
tive store, long established lucrative business.
RCA service center. Owner retiring. Will train.
Beautiful, growing area. Phone (714) 831-6099.

10-79-1t

SAMS PHOTOFACTS from #800 to #1836 com-
plete, $1000.00 plus freight. United TV, Inc., 335
Park Ave. East, Mansfield, Ohio 44905. 10-79-1t

HIGH RESOLUTION color guns 25axp22 type
used by major manufacturer of new tubes. $7.50
getters and shipping charges extra. Pierce, 717 S.
Appletree, Dothan, Ala. 36301. 10-79-2t

SAM'S PHOTOFACTS, complete set from 500 to
current. $600.00. 704-739-5872 after 6:00 P.M.

10-79-1t

COLOR PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIP-
MENT. Semi automatic electronically controlled
process. Complete training. Call or write Atoll
Television, 6425 Irving Park, Chicago, IL 60634.
Phone 312-545-6667. 10-79-21

FOR SALE: Operating picture tube rebuilding
shop, two single tube ovens, sealer, de -lami-
nating oven, spot welder, Reneck glass, bases,
guns and miscellaneous supplies. Will sell
equipment, building and lot together or separate-
ly. Ideal location for television shop. Write C.G.
Young, 513 N.E. 12th, Paris, TX 75460. 10-79-1t
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REDWOODS AND THE BLUE PACIFIC! Looking
for the best of both worlds-the beauty of
Humboldt County along the ocean and a very
substantial income? Offering an electronic repair
service located in the Eureka area. Fifteen years
of goodwill and all equipment. Excellent lease.
Terms. Century 21, Bob Fulda Realty, (707)
443-7036. 10-79-1t

VIDEO TAPE -4 hr. VHS, $15.99; 2 hr. Sony.
$12.25; 3 hr. Sony, 516.95. Video recorders,
cameras. Entertainment Electronics, 8-B Centre
Ave., East Rockaway, N.Y. 11518, (516) 887-2550.

10-79-2t

TV SALES & SERVICE business in lower Bucks
County, Pennsylvania. RCA franchise, 25 years at
present location. Including large shop, store, 3
bedroom house, garage. Owner retiring. Write to
Electronic Servicing, Dept. 522, P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66219. 10-79-1t

SATELLITE TELEVISION-Movies, sports, etc.
Build or buy your own earth station. Send $3.00
for information. Satellite TV, RD 3, Box 140,
Oxford, N.Y. 13830. 10.79-3t

T.V., STEREO SERVICE BUSINESS, on eastern
Long Island, N.Y. Low overhead, large inventory,
owner moving. (516) 654-2639. 10-79-1t

Advertising Services
TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE! 7
issues $3.50. "Electronics Trader," Box 73 -ES,
Folly Beach, SC 29439. 1-79-tí

Wanted
TUNER TECHNICIAN. 18 months experience or
more. Unique opportunity. 40% Commission on
labor, 5% on parts, and 40% on additional
shipping charges. Send resume to P.O. Box
6456, Oakland Park, Fla. (Fort Lauderdale).9-79-2t

TV TECHNICIAN AND DEALERS, "INCREASE
YOUR INCOME THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
YEARLY," "Rent -Lease -Sell TV's with a guaran-
teed system," Send stamp for free details, basic
plan $15.00, deluxe version $25.40, master plan
$40.00...Perry's Rental System, Box 881, Morro
Bay, CA 93442. 8-79-3t

Help Wanted
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION TECHNICIAN:
University of Illinois seeking maintenance tech-
nician for small format television equipment.
Starting $13,270, raises to $17,035 over two
years, plus annual increases. Two years elec-
tronics study, two years electronic maintenance
required. Contact: Don Swift, Personnel Services,
University of III., Champaign, IL 61820, (217)
333-3109. Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity
Employer. 8-79-3t

WHY NOT spend this winger in the warm
California Desert? Attractive full service com-
munity...ldeal working conditions...Health bene-
fits...Paid vacations...Top pay for the right tech-
nician. Send resume to 225 E. Ridgecrest Blvd.,
Ridgecrest, California 93555. 10-79-1t

Business Opportunity
MEN/WOMEN FOR FUN! Shaklee Independent
Wholesale Distributors earn $200-$5,000 monthly,
Bonus, New Car, Etc. Details, Golden, RT2, Box
392ES, Fair Grove, MO 65648 Phone (1-417)
759-2738. 3.79-121

ESTABLISHED T.V. and Antenna Service Busi-
ness available in small city location on beautiful
Lake Michigan. Easily expandable to county wide
operation, residence included. Schools and
shopping near by. Interested? Call Stevensville
T.V. 616-429-7349. 10-79-31
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Take the step up
from handheld DMM's

ACK

'lb Fluke's ne v 8010A
and 8012A bench/portable
DMM's. You'll find all the
features of our popular 8020A
handheld DMM plus many more
capabilities (some not found in any
other DMM) in these two instru-
ments. At prices only a few dollars
more than most handhelds.
A sensible package with sensible
features. The 8010A and 8012A's
bench/portable design is ideal for
those who wan: the best of both
worlds. They fit smartly on your
bench and use ac power or get
right up and go to the job with you.
Optional rechargeable batteries are
available. Both incorporate the same
design goals that made our handheld
8020A DMM so rugged and reliable.

Extensive overload protection (to
6000V) and 0.1% basic dc accuracy
make for two DMM's you can really
rely on. 20 basic ranges of ac and
dc volts and current, six ranges of
resistance plus three ranges of con-
ductance prove their measurement
versatility.
Conductance = 1/Resistance.
It's a unique way to measure high
resistance and check leakage in
capacitors, pcb's, cables and in -

Circle (2) on Reply

1.234

sulators, and general use above 20
Ma A Fluke exclusive found in both
the 8010A and 8012A. Ask for our
Conductance Measurements Applica-
tion Note.
'Ib tell the truth. Fluke's hybrid true
RMS converter gives you the honest
ac answers you demand. You can
measure non -sinusoidal waveforms
out to 50 kHz without missing any
significant distortion components.
Exclusive capabilities for surpris-
ing prices. For high current mea-
surement applications, the 8010A
boasts an extra l0A range for $239*.
The 8012A replaces the current range
with another important feature -
two low ohms ranges, making it the
world's widest range ohmmeter. Its 1
milliohm resolution (on the 212 range)
is ideal for locating shorts in circuit
boards and motor windings. All for
only $299.*
Handheld or bench/portable: It's
your choice. Whichever best fits
your application, you can buy them
both from Fluke. With confidence that

Card

you'll be owning the finest
quality DMM's available.
Contact the Fluke stocking

distributor, sales office or
representative in your area or call:

800-426-0361
If you prefer, just complete and mail
the coupon below.

r

FLUKE

*U.S. Prices only.

IN THE U.S. AND NON -
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: IN EUROPE:

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 43210 MS # 2B
Mountlake lbrrace, WA 98043
(206)774-2481
'Ilex: 32-0013

Fluke (Holland) B.V.
P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB
Tilburg, The Netherlands
013)673-973

Tilex:52237

 Please send 8010A/8012A specifications.
 Please have a salesman call.
 Please send me your Conductance

Measurements Application Note.

Name

Title Mail Stogy

Company

Address

Cites State Zip

Tl?lephone ( I Ext.

ES 10/79



150,000 REASONS WHY YOU
SHOULD SWITCH NOW TO THE
BIGGEST, BROADEST -EVER
LINE OF ZENITH UNIVERSAL
SEMICONDUCTORS covering
Zenith exact replacements pius
the most popular types in the

industry-allcatalog!

DEVICE

EC0154

103-29001,

903-7.4

121-98"-
103-287

DEVICE

SK3115/185
121-1029

SK3313/118
21210-7361-0021

SK3452/108
121-522

sSKK330065611/;15:
21222529(101504

SK3083/197
121-988-C3

.~31

It's all under one numbering system thatIt'sall under one numbering system tha saves you
time and adds value to any Zenth semiconductor
you may already have in stock!

Switch now to Zenith Universal Semiconductor
-rep|uoamentoandneehmwweUyouryhopuhapeu

"=_== . our bottom line, too.

Check with your Zenith distributor for your copy of Zenith's Universa
Semiconductor cross-reference guide... and ask how you can enjoy
the convenience of our special Tube Caddy/Ben ohtop Organizer.
EcG is a registered trademark of GTE SYLVANIA

Shown here are lust a few of the more than
150,000 cross-reference in the July, 1979

edition of the Zenith Universal Semiconductor
cross-reference guide.

AFNOW
The quality goes in before the name goes on

Zenith Radio Corporation /Service, Parts & Accessories Division /11000 Seymour Avenue /Franklin Park,Illinois 60131
Circle (3)^" Reply Card


